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I   INTRODUCTION 

The importance and efficacy of correlation and matched filtering well known in one- 

dimensional radar signal processing (Skolnik, Reference 1). There is therefore an under- 

standable interest in studying correlation and spatial filtering, at least as a potentially useful 

tool if not a cure-all, for two-dimensional target recognition and discrimination. Addressable 

optical correlators might well find uses in military and industrial pattern recognition because 

of their potential high frame rate, compact size, low weight, and low power requirements. 

However, even if all hardware design considerations can be overcome to create such opt d 

signal processing devices with every desirable characteristic, their performance will be only 

as good as the spatial filters which are used in the correlation process. Good spatial filters 

are the key software designed ingredient needed to make such devices useful. 

The main purpose of this document is to give a concise but comprehensive discussion of 

the author's philosophy of and approach to the design of spatial filters. Section II lists the 

objectives of the current program. A description of the imagery used in this effort is given in 

Section III. The proper role of correlation in target recognition and discrimination is discussed 

in Section IV. Section V gives nuances of the computer simulations designed to test the 

performance of spatial filters. Section VI gives a small amount of empirical evidence to show 

that simple matched filters are not adequate for many correlation purposes. The objective 

function used to measure the performance of a spatial filter is stated and discussed in Section 

VII. What noise considerations, if any, should be incorporated into th. objective function is 

discussed in detail and the usual signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is criticized. The formulation of 

spatial filter design as a mathematical optimization question is given in Section VIII. Section 

IX discusses in detail the algorithm to be used to optimally design spatial filters whose entries 

are either zero or complex numbers of modulus one. Algorithms used to optimally design 

the much more complicated general spatial filters are given in Section X. An algorithm to 

choose the region of support in a filter whose entries are either zero or complex numbers 

o- odulus one is gh n in Section XI, and an algoritb r,o optimally discretize a filter 

v -e entries are either zero or complex numbers of modulus one into a filter whose entries 

ar. either zero or the nth roots of unity is given in Section XII. Intensity phase-encoding 
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of byte images is discussed in Section XIII. A basic problem in all spatial filtering, the 

background contrast problem, is recalled in Section XIV. The lack of translation invariance 

for targets in nontrivial backgrounds is pointed out in Section XV. A very tentative solution 

to the problems discussed in the previous two sections is given in Section XVI. A new edge 

enhancement algorithm based on phase-encoding and local Wigner transforms was developed 

during the course of this work by Elaine Pettit and the author. This algorithm is described 

in Section XVII, where it is contrasted with two other popular edge enhancement techniques. 

Conclusions are listed in Section XVIII and recommendations are listed in Section XIX. 

A secondary purpose of this document is to be a user guide to the software created during 

this effort for the design of spatial filters. Appendix A gives an introduction to Appendices 

B-G. Appendix H gives a few highlights of the image processing and spatial filter simulation 

software delivered to Wright Laboratory. The author's computing environment is described 

in Appendix I. The computational practicality of the author's algorithms is discussed in 

detail in Appendix J. 



II   THE OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAM 

Circa 1984 the author formulated the design of phase-only filters for optical correlators 

as a complicated nonlinear nondifferentiable optimization question in a very large number 

of free parameters. In a previous effort he had also found fairly effective mathematical 

algorithms for the solution of this class of optimization problems and had implemented them 

in FORTRAN for use in a VAX computing environment. In this previous effort he had 

also devised algorithms and implemented them in FORTRAN to optimally binarize phase- 

only filters. An important goal of this effort has been a drastic refinement, extension, and 

extrapolation of these algorithms and their implementation in the parallel programming 

language occam 2 for use in inexpensive transputer based parallel processing systems. This 

has been accomplished. Spatial filter design on an occam 2/transputer based system is 

now approximately 250 times faster than on a FORTRAN/VAX system. There has been a 

similar increase in speed for optimally discretizing a phase-only filter into not just two but an 

arbitrary number of equally spaced phase states. In extensive recent tests total design times 

for hundreds of optimized binary filters with large training sets invariably ranged between ten 

and fifteen minutes for each filter. The algorithms devised by the author for phase-only filter 

design are described in Section IX. The algorithms for optimal discretization are described 

in Section XII. 

The author proposed a method for designing a general spatial filter as a constrained 

optimization question. This proposed method makes full use of all the free parameters in 

the design problem. An important goal of this effort was to find efficient algorithms to solve 

this design optimization question and to implement them in computer codes in the parallel 

programming language occam 2 for use in inexpensive transputer based parallel processing 

systems. This has been accomplished. The algorithms devised by the author for phase-only 

filter design are described in Section X. 

Another goal of this effort was to create an algorithm to determine in a reasonable manner 

the region of support in a spatial filter whose entries are either zero or a complex numl of 

modulus one. This has been accomplished. The algorithm to solve this problem is sketcned 

in Section XI. This algorithm makes essential use of the general spatial filter described in 



the previous paragraph. Indeed, it was with an eye toward this application that partially 

motivated the author's efforts in general spatial filter design. 

An assigned task of this effort was to deliver to Wright Laboratory a user friendly version 

of the author's spatial filter design codes together with a comprehensive User Guide. These 

items have been delivered to Wright Laboratory. The User Guide to the author's spatial 

filter design codes are given in Appendix A — Appendix G. 

Processing of target imagery and testing the performance of spatial filters necessitated 

the creation of a variety of graphics programs. These were written completely from scratch 

to drive a SONY GDM-1953 graphics color monitor. These graphics programs have proven 

invaluable in viewing, manipulating, edge enhancing, and binarizing imagery and in simulat- 

ing the optical correlation process in great detail. An occam 2 program to drive a transputer 

based framegrabber system was also created. The characteristics and capabilities of these 

graphics software tools are sketched in Appendix H. 

Circa 1985 the author noted two difficulties in spatial filtering which apparently had 

not been noted up to that time. The first difficulty arises from variations in the tar- 

get/background contrast. The second arises when a target in a nontrivial background is 

translated with respect to the background. These difficulties are discussed in Section XIV 

and Section XV. A goal of this effort was to devise a reasonably effective solution to these 

two problems while preserving the advantages of correlation. This has been accomplished. 

A tentative solution is discussed in Section XVI. 

Furthermore, a large part of the labor during this effort consisted of the design and 

construction of large numbers of spatial filters which were forwarded to Wright Laboratory. 

Thousands of spatial filters were delivered during the course of this effort. The author 

believes that all requests for spatial filters were answered rapidly and that the resulting 

spatial filters more than met all design requirements. 



Ill    THE TRAINING SET IMAGERY 

The Wright Laboratory Armament Directorate supplied virtually all of the imagery used in 

this study. Some of the imagery used was from an older vintage and was used in a previous 

effort. Most of this older imagery was supplied on several VAX-compc. ;ble computer tapes. 

The imagery was produced by a visible light intensity digitizing camera from models on a 

target cloth background from a small variety of depression angles (20, 25, 30, 35, and 40 

degrees) and over a wide swath of azimuth angles at one degree m ements (-45 — 180 

degrees). Targe... in this older imagery consisted of Ml, M113, M48, M60, T62, and T72 

images. Each original image was originally 128x128 pixels in size with the intensity of 

each pixel scaled to be an integer between 0 and 255 and stored in byte format. Each 

of these older targets needed to be separated from its background. To facilitate this the 

targets were uniformly brightly illuminated so that the background intensity off the target 

cloth was digitized to be 255. The target then was simply extracted from the background 

by setting all pixels with intensity value 255 equal to 0. What remained was a target in 

a background consisting of pixels with the intensity value 0. This byte imagery was then 

further processed via some simple occam 2 programs created by the author in order to 

eliminate a few stray very low intensity and very high intensity pixels and to center the 

remaining target about its nonzero centroid. Figure 1 shows a typical Old Series (OS) M48 

(more specifically m48d20.090 (OS)) in a blank background. Here (and later) this figure is 

a black and white PMT of a co.or photograph of the target displayed in false colors to make 

its variations more prominent. The notation used here and later for the Old Series targets 

is self explanatory — "m48" connotes that the target was an M48; "d20" connotes that the 

depression angle was 20 degrees, "090" connotes that the azimuthal angle was 90 degrees, 

and "(OS)" connotes that this is an Old Series image. 

The New Series imagery consisted of real target images originally located on a turntable at 

Range C-52 at Eglin AFB. Captain Eric P. Augustus (EPA) of Wright Laboratory Armament 

Directorat' -as in overall charge of this work. The target list included M48 and M60 cs 

and C35 a.. M35 trucks. The notation used here is a bit nonstandard — C35 truck images 

really are M35 truck images with a canopy, whereas the M35 images were uncovered. Images 



Figure 1. m48d20.090 (OS) 



of each target were acquired at depression ar^^s of 20 — 50 degrees in 5 degree increments 

and at 360 azimuthal degrees in one degree ii oments. The images were created rising a TV 

camera mounted on a tower located at the range. The TV camera output was digitized using 

a Transtech TTG-F framegrabber transputer module on a transputer module motherboard 

located in a PC. The author initially wrote an occam 2 program to drive the framegrabber. 

This occam 2 framegrabber program of the author's was very extensively upgraded and 

extended by EPA, and it was this latter program which was actually used to digitize the 

TV signal. Each range image was originally 256x256 pixels in size with the intensity of 

each pixel scaled to be an integer between 0 and 255 and stored in byte format. The actual 

target occupied a relatively small portion of each of these 256x256 images. A 128x128 

byte subimage containing the actual target was extracted from each of the 256x256 range 

images using an extension of the occam 2 gpl graphics codes (described in Appendix H). 

This extension again was created by EPA. Figure 2 shows the 128x128 turntable image of 

m48d25.090 (NS). Here "(NS)" connotes that this is a New Series image. These 128x128 

turntable byte images were processed in turn by workers at Wright Laboratory using the 

PC-based Matisse Windows program by Fauve to extract the targets from their background. 

Clean target imagery unencumbered by a background is needed for training sets in spatial 

filter design. Figure 3 shows the 128x128 clean target image m48d25.090 (NS). 



Figure 2. m48d25.090 (NS) on a Turntable at Range C-52 



Figure 3. m48d25.090 (NS) 



IV   THE ROLE OF CORRELATION IN TARGET RECOGNITION AND 

DISCRIMINATION 

One-dimensional radar signal processing is a well established discipline in which the im- 

portance and efficacy of correlation and matched filtering are well known. This strongly 

suggests that correlation and spatial filtering should be studied for two-dimensional target 

recognition and discrimination, at least as a potentially useful tool if not a cure-all. This is 

also strongly suggested by the following general considerations. 

First, if one is fortunate or intelligent enough to have in hand a few simple unexcep- 

tional features enabling one to tell one (potential) target or class of (potential) targets from 

another or from images not containing targets, then one should use them. Examples of 

such unexceptional features might be the width and/or height of an object. Note that even 

here correlation might prove useful if the black box performing the correlation has a suffi- 

ciently high frame rate. In any case such simple considerations might prove useful in picking 

target-like objects out of a large and complicated image. 

Next, in lieu of or subsequent to the first step, one has little choice but to use detailed a 

priori knowledge about the true and/or false target images themselves, the only knowledge 

which is known to be absolutely correct. The best use to which such absolutely correct target 

information can be put is to incorporate it into a compact library of carefully designed spatial 

filters for use in a digital or optical correlator. This should eliminate the perhaps dubious 

practice of using a list of human selected features for target identification and discrimination. 

Implicit in this discussion is a belief that target recognition based on a priori statistical as- 

sumptions about noise and/or false targets is methodologically and philosophically unsound 

and probably a misguided waste of time. A simple gedanken experiment, which should be 

kept in mind when reading the rest of this report, will suffice to illustrate these ideas. 

Suppose that one has an enormous table densely covered with a wide variety of nonover- 

lapping keys at random orientations. Suppose further that one has a particular key in mind 

and one would like to find every key on the table, if any, which matches this particular key. 

Corresponding to the first step discussed above, one could quickly and easily eliminate from 

consideration any key on the table which was not approximately the same color, length, 
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width, and height of the desired key. There still might be r ^eat many keys left on the 

table after this initial screening. What should be done next? >ne were adopt the philoso- 

phy of statistical target recognition, one would probably assume that the serrations on the 

false keys satisfied some fixed probability distribution (with an explicit, closed, analytical 

form, no less!) with, say, seventeen free parameters which are to be determined by taking 

many, many samples of false keys. Then any key whose serrations satisfy the now explicitly 

determined distribution to a reasonably good fit would be removed from the table. There 

still might be many keys left on the table, most of which might be false. Ideas similar to 

statistical target recognition were popular in biology in the 1930's under the rubric of the 

logistic law of growth. Feller (Reference 2) effectively demolished the scientific validity of 

such ideas and they lost popularity. A similar fate should probably befall statistical target 

recognition. 

A better idea would be to have in hand a model of the key one desires and to quickly and 

successively compare this model to each key on the table. This is nothing but correlation. 

11 



V   SIMULATION CONSIDERATIONS 

The simulations to be described in the following sections were done in a manner to model 

reality as closely as possible. In computer simulations the entire plane first of all is replaced 

by a square centered at (0,0). The larger the square the better the approximation to the plane 

in the general neighborhood of (0,0). This square is made into a periodic pattern in the plane 

by identifying opposite edges. Such a periodic pattern in the plane can be viewed as one such 

pattern completely occupying the surface of a doughnut. Such a doughnut locally replicates 

the plane well at points not too remote from (0,0). This continuous doughnut is then replaced 

by a discrete doughnut periodic along each axis. If the discretization is fine enough, then 

the discrete doughnut is itself a reasonable approximation to the plane at points not too 

remote from (0,0). The points on the doughnut usually are identified with the entries in a 

suitable two-dimensional matrix. Images on the plane are locally approximated by functions 

on this discrete doughnut, and usually represented in matrix form, two-dimensional integrals 

are replaced by doubly-indexed finite sums over two-dimensional matrix entries, and two- 

dimensional Fourier transforms are replaced by two-dimensional finite Fourier series. The 

latter are invariably evaluated using the two-dimensional fast Fourier transform algorithm. 

One gross feature of a real correlator is that the input device is bounded in size. Therefore 

when a real correlator computes the Fourier transform of an input, it in reality is computing 

the Fourier transform of an object in an aperture in an infinite plane all of whose values 

outside the aperture are zero. Suppose that the input consists of an array of intensities. 

The correlator computes the Fourier transform of the amplitude (not the intensity -c.f. 

Goodman, Reference 3) of the input image. Now in reality all targets are in nontrivial 

backgrounds. Therefore, the correlator computes the Fourier transform of a function which 

is nonnegative (and very often everywhere strictly positive) inside the aperture and which 

is zero outside. This is approximately true even for binarizations of realistic imagery. This 

holds since all correlators using spatial light modulators do not have a true zero state. Hence, 

as its first step, to a first approximation the correlator computes the Fourier transform of 

a square aperture. Care is needed in spatial filter design and simulation to guarantee that 

this important aperture box effect is modeled correctly. Consider the two simplest computer 
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models for 128x128 input, images. In the first computer model the input plane and the 

Fourier transform p] are 128x128 in size. In this first model 128x128 discrete Fourier 

transforms (DFTs) are computed with the output placed in the 128x128 Fourier plane. Let 

f be the 128x128 byte array whose entries are all one. Here and in later sections let T be 

the Fourier transform operator on functions and the DFT operator on arrays. Figure 4 is 

a display of | ^"(f)|. It is, of course, essentially a delta function at the origin, as a simple 

explicit computation shows. In the second computer model the input plane and the Fourier 

transform plane are 256x256 in size. All of the entries in the input plane are set equal to zero 

except those entries in the central 128 x ' portion, into which is placed the 128 x 128 image 

of interest. This at least captures som, vor of an aperture in a zero background. Let g 

be that 256x256 input plane into which the previous constant 128 x 128 image f is centered. 

Figure 5 is a display of | jF(g)|. The read-"- can decide for himself from a glance at Figure 

4 and Figure 5 which of these two computer models captures the essence of the Fraunhofer 

diffraction pattern of a square aperture. Therefore, in the simulations that are discussed in 

this report all Fourier transforms will be 2o6x256 in size unless explicitly stated otherwise. 

All imagery will be lOQxl28 in size and will be centered in ti uddle of a 256x256 input 

array, whose other entries are set equal to zero. 

In this study all spatial filters are 128x128 in size. It is an open question as to how 

optimize the scaling of this spatial filter in the Fourier plane of an optical correlator. If the 

spatial filter is implemented in a fixed size spatial light modulator (SLM), this scaling can 

be accomplished by changes in the lenses, laser wavelength, and other components of the 

optical system. Consider the extreme cases. If the scaling is very small, then only the lowest 

spatial frequencies of the target image will influence the correlation plane. If the scaling 

is very large, then all of the essential spatial frequencies of the target will be located in 

only a few cells of the SLM and virtually no filtering will be done. In general, there is a 

certain constant tension in choosing the scaling between the need to do a thorough amount, 

of filtering on given set of spatial frequen ^ and the need to include the essential spatial 

frequencies of the target, in the filtering \ ;ss. In practice, however, the manufacturers 

of correlators seem to have settled on the nyquist scaling in the Fourier plane. In this 

full nyquist scaling, if the Fourier transform planes are 128x128 in size, then the 128x128 
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Figure 4. \ T(i)\ 
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Figure 5. | ^"(g) 
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spatial filter entries are scaled to be in a one-to-one correspondence with the Fourier plane 

entries. Recall the relation for one dimensional DFTs: NAxAk = 2n. Here N is the number 

of samples of a function to be Fourier transformed, Ax is the physical step size between 

samples, and Ak is the step size in Fourier transform space (this relation might become a 

bit more familiar if one lets k=27ruj. From this one sees that if Ax is constant and N-*2N, 

then Ak-+ Ak/2. This tells us that if 128^256 and the physical cell size is constant (the 

128x128 input image is zero padded into the 256x256 input array), then each cell of the 

128x128 spatial filter must be scaled up by a factor of 2, i.e., each entry in the spatial filter 

will cover a 2x2 cell in the Fourier plane. This was done consistently throughout the spatial 

filter design and simulation work conducted in this effort. 

The careful reader may now ask the following question. If zero padding is needed in the 

input plane to account for the aperture box effect in the input plane, don't we also need 

to do a similar zero padding in the filter plane before using a Fourier transform to pass to 

the correlation plane? After all, isn't a typical SLM a square bounded array? Empirically, 

to a first approximation, the answer is no. The spatial filters which are constructed in this 

effort are not arrays of positive numbers, but in general are arrays of complex numbers with 

a relatively small average. This is necessary if they are to discriminate against false targets. 

The aperture effect in the filter plane is therefore rather small. 

Perhaps a final note should be made about some small but important nuances, including 

•biasing considerations, which arises in computer simulations and when computing DFTs. 

Note that a square with an even number of rows and columns has no natural center. It is 

assumed that the center (0,0) of the input plane corresponds to the (129,129) entry of the 

256x256 matrix. This forces the (65,65) entry of the 128x128 subarray representing the 

input image to correspond to (0,0) in the input plane. Similar precautions are taken in the 

Fourier plane. All arrays must be cyclicly biased when computing DFTs so that the origin 

in the input plane and the correlation plane and the lowest spatial frequency in the filter 

plane correspond to the (0,0)-th entry in Fourier transform arrays. 
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VI   WHY SIMPLE MATCHED FILTERS ARE INADEQUATE 

The role of matched filters is well known in one-dimensional radar signal processing (Skolnik, 

Reference 1). There is therefore a natural interest in studying the use of correlation and 

spatial filtering for two-dimensional target recognition and discrimination. 

Simple examples show that matched filters have a variety of perhaps surprising defects 

and are not a panacea in target recognition and discrimination. First of all, their correlation 

signals are not very sharp. Figure 6 is a top-down view of the correlation plane of the matched 

filter for m48d20.090 (OS) vs. its training set image, viz., m48d20.090 (OS) itself. Here and 

in the rest of this report the matched filters are normalized so that their largest amplitude 

is one. Matched filters can also get confused by nontrivial changes in the contrast between 

target and background. Figure 7 shows m48d20.090 (OS) in a background of intensity 128 

and Figure 8 shows a top down view of the correlation plane of the matched filter used in 

Figure 6 versus the image in Figure 7. The correlation peaks off the target are almost as 

high as the correlation peaks on the target. Matched filters are very bulky since an NxN 

matched filter in general will require 8N2 bytes to store. Finally, a useful library of matched 

filters would need to be huge, perhaps 105-106 in size, as suggested in a National Academy 

of Sciences study. Given that a practical correlator would need to process 30 — 100 input 

images per second, one instantly sees that one would need a very high frame rate correlator 

evpu if one has an algorithm to recursively use only a small fraction of the filter library on 

e input image. Therefore, without even examining their ability to discriminate against 

fuioe targets, matched filters have a large number of negative attributes which would seem 

to preclude their practical use in realistic target recognition and discrimination. 

In recent years many of these problems associated with matched filters have tentative 

solutions. The first step was the introduction of phase-only matched filters by Horner and 

Gianino (Reference 4). Generalizations of this concept will be discussed in detail in the next 

section. Horner and Gianino were apparently motivated to invent the phase-only matched 

filter by light budget considerations in optical correlation. The phase-only filter appears to 

have many other benefits besides making efficient use of light in an optical correlator. For 

example, Figure 9 shows a top down view of the correlation plane for the phase-only matched 
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Figure 6. Correlation Plane Top Down View of Matched Filter for m48d20.090 (OS) vs. 

m48d20.090 (OS) 
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Figure 7. m48d20.090 (OS) in a Background of Intensity 128 
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Figure 8. Correlation Plane Top Down View of Matched Filter for m48d20.090 (OS) vs. 

m48d20.090 (OS) in 128 Intensity Background 
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Figure 9. Correlation Plane Top Down View of Phase-Only Matched Filter for m48d20.090 

(OS) vs. m48d20.090 (OS) 
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filter with m48d20.090 (OS) as its training set image vs. m48d209.090 (OS). There is a very 

sharp recognition spike. Another benefit of the phase-only filter concept is that appropriate 

generalizations of them can be closely approximated by spatial filters with a small number 

of discrete states. These discrete state filters can be stored in a much more compact manner 

(in N2/2 bytes or fewer for NxN filters whose entries are either zero or a 15th root of imity, 

for example) than matched filters. Algorithms to perform good discretizations are discussed 

in Section XII. Furthermore, an intelligent approach to filter design permits one to pack 

a great deal of information in each spatial filter about true and false targets. Such filters 

will therefore be quite robust with respect to target perturbations while discriminating well 

against false targets. Techniques to do this are discussed in the next few sections. 

Phase-only filters are not problem free. Some serious problems related to target trans- 

lation with respect to a background and changes in the target/background contrast are 

discussed in Section XIV and Section XV. However, most of these problems can tentatively 

be solved by the techniques discussed in Section XVI. 
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VII   THE SIGNAL-TO-CLUTTER RATIO OF A SPATIAL FILTER 

The standard correlation setup in the plane R2 using discriminant functions will be sketched. 

As discussed in Section V, R2 is approximated in regions near the origin (0,0) by a discrete 

torus. It is on such a discrete torus that spatial filter design and computer simulation takes 

place. This discussion can be carried out in an analogous fashion for such a discrete torus. 

While this discussion will take place in the context of spatial filter design for implementation 

in an optical correlator, such filters work equally well if not better in a digital correlator, 

for that is exactly what is done in the simulations discussed in this report. References 3 

— 10 contain exhaustive treatments of the background on optical correlation necessary to 

understand this section. 

For any pair of complex-valued square-integrable functions f and g defined on the plane, 

define the symbol (f,g) to be the usual complex inner product /R2f(y)g*(y)dy. Here y = 

(yi,y2) is a generic point in the plane, and g* is the complex conjugate of g. The symbol (f,g) 

is linear in f, conjugate linear in g, and (f,g) = (g,f)*. Note that (f,f) is the square of the usual 

L2-norm off. For any pair of points x = (xi,x2) and y = (yi,y2) in the plane and any function g 

on the plane, let gx(y) = g(y-x). If g is initially viewed as being centered over the origin (0,0), 

then gx should be viewed as being g translated so as to be centered over x. Any complex- 

valued square-integrable function f on the plane may be considered to be an image. This level 

of generality will prove useful in later sections. A good discriminant function h is a complex- 

valued square-integrable function on the plane which has the property that the magnitude 

of (f,hx) or equivalently | (f,h) |2 is relatively large if there is an object of interest in f near 

x and has the property that the magnitude of (f,hx) (or equivalently | (f,h) |2) is relatively 

small otherwise. Recall that T denotes the two-dimensional Fourier transform operator. It 

is a simple consequence of the Parseval theorem that (f,hx) = T~1(J7(i)-T(h)*)(x) . This 

formula indicates the manner in which a discriminant function can be implemented in an 

optical correlator of standard design. This implementation is summarized in the following 

algorithm: 

(1) input the coherent image f; 

(2) use a lens to compute the Fourier transform .F(f); 
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(3) multiply T(i) (using a transparency, spatial light modulator, etc.) by the filter F(h)* 

corresponding to the discriminant function h; 

(4) use a lens to compute the inverse Fourier transform .^(^(f )-.F(h)*) of this product; 

(5) use a detector to measure the light intensities | (f,h) |2 . 

A particular choice of device used to carry out the crucial multiplication of .F(f) by the 

filter .F(h)* in step (3) imposes severe constraints on admissible choices of the filter F(h)*. 

These constraints must be taken into account in filter design. 

In a properly designed optical correlator the pixels on the detector should be in a one- 

to-one correspondence (up to scaling) with the same set of pixels in the input plane. Input 

devices and detectors are, of course, bounded in extent. Therefore all images encountered in 

practice of necessity must vanish outside the bounded region in the plane corresponding to 

the face of the input device. This basic fact must be taken into consideration in filter design. 

It may be assumed that the pixels on the detector correspond to a subset, perhaps all, of the 

pixels on the input device. There is no point in making the face of the detector any larger. 

Having chosen a carefully crafted filter ^(h)*, there then will be something of interest in the 

image f at those places x where | (f,h) |2 is relatively large and nothing of interest at those 

places x where | (f,h) |2is relatively small. 

A mathematical formulation of the intrinsic performance or signal-to-clutter ratio of a 

discriminant function h, implemented in an optical correlator of standard design, against a 

training set of images will now be given. This mathematical formulation will be nothing 

but a numerical measure of the most straightforward and naive properties that a good 

discriminant function should possess. We now proceed as we would in analyzing our first 

high school physics word problem. Just what properties do we desire for our spatial filter 

^"(h)*. We proceed to first put these desires into words. When one of the centered true 

target images fi,.. .,f„ is input to the correlator, we desire that there be a strong sharp light 

intensity near the center of the correlation plane. Furthermore, we would like the smallest 

of these strong recognition signals near the center of the correlation plane to be as large as 

possible. Next, when one of the false target images fn+i,.. .,fm is input to the correlator, 

we want all of the light intensities in the correlation plane to be small. In fact, we would 

like the largest of the signals in the correlation plane to be as small as possible. These two 
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desires are somewhat opposed to one another. A typical reasonable compromise is to divide 

the quantity we want to maximize by the quantify we want to minimize. 

Next, just as in analyzing our first high school physics word problem, we will quantify 

our analysis of the problem. Let fi,.. .,fn,.. .,fm, the training set, be a finite sequence of 

images. The images can be ordered so that flv . .,fn will be true targets. In this discussion 

true targets in the training set are always centered over the origin (0,0) in the input plane. 

The other training set images fn+1).. .,fm will be false targets. In this formulation there need 

not be any false targets but there must always be at least one true target. Note that n will 

equal m if there are no false targets. For each integer i, 1 < i < n, let B{ be a box or any 

other region in the correlation plane. Each Bj(l < i < n) certainly should be a subset of the 

detector face close to the origin (0,0) — indeed, a typical choice for B,(l < i < n) is the the 

origin {(0,0)} in the correlation plane. In order for h to be a good discriminant function the 

largest of the measured optical intensities | (f,h) |2(x in Bj) in the correlation plane should 

be relatively large for each integer i between 1 and n. Here the best choice of x in B; may 

well vary with the choice of the integer i between 1 and n. In addition, the smallest of these 

relatively large signals should be as large as possible. In addition, let Bj be empty (n+1 < i 

< m) for convenience. Finally, let R* be a region in the correlation plane which is contained 

in the complement of the Bj(l < i < n). Typical choices for the R, are Hi = <f> for 1 < i < 

n and R* is the entire correlation plane for n+1 < i < m. The intensities in each of the R; 

are to be regarded as false signals and we wish to suppress them as much as possible. Note 

that even though the f»(l < i < n) are true targets, we may wish to suppress secondary light 

intensities in parts of their correlation planes. Therefore it is plausible that the Rj(l < i < 

n) need not be empty. Hence we desire that each of the false signals | (f,h) |2(1 < i < m) 

should be small for all choices of x in R^l < i < m). The first, most basic fundamental 

figure of merit used in this work is the signal-to-clutter ratio of the discriminant function h, 

defined to be 

SCR(h)=T(h)/C(h) (1) 

where 
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T(h)= min max|<fi,hI>|2 (2) 
l<i<n xGBi 

and 

C(h)= max max|<f,,hx>|2 (3) 
V   '      l<i<mx€Ri ' ' 

If there are no nonempty Rj, set C(h) to be one. In this case SNR(h) degenerates to 

be T(h). Call T(h) the threshold of h and call C(h) the clutter of h. T(h) is the largest 

threshold which will accept each of the images fi...,fn as a true target. This definition makes 

sense, for it is merely the ratio of the smallest peak signal given by h off a true target to the 

largest false signal given by h off any of the targets. SCR(h) will sometimes be called the 

signal-to-clutter ratio of the spatial filter J"(h)*. Since there is a one-to-one correspondence 

between the discriminant function h and the spatial filter ^"(h)*, no confusion will result 

from such terminology. 

SCR is a slight generalization and reworking of the definition of signal-to-noise ratio 

introduced in Kallman, Reference 11. In the case n = m = 1, SCR coincides with the notion 

of signal-to-clutter ratio used in radar (Skolnik, Reference 1). For any given discriminant 

function h, the number SCR(h) depends on the choice of fj, Bj, and R,, but this dependence 

is usually not explicitly noted when it is clear from context. 

The use of SCR(h) as a measure of merit for spatial filters has been criticized on occasion 

in published papers as being unmotivated. An example of such criticism is examined in detail 

in the next section. The author believes that the discussion given in previous paragraphs 

makes it clear that the definition of SCR given here is precisely that which would be used 

by any thinking high school physics student. 

Various caviling complaints are made in Kumar, Reference 12, about the lack of noise 

considerations if SCR(h) is used as the measure of the performance of the spatial filter ^"(h)*. 

These quibbling complaints might be apropos if one could accurately determine what sort 

of noise is involved in degrading filter performance, how the noise is intertwined with the 

true signal, and whether it is a significant effect compared to the effects represented by the 

clutter C(h).  A matter on which the author is quite confident is that the bad correlation 
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plane effects produced by even very large amounts of additive zero mean noise on the input 

image are very, very ; .nor compared with those i correlation plane effects produced by 

not suppressing C(h). This has been gleaned from hundreds of test cases, samples of which 

are routinely discussed in the author's various papers. For example, two of these test cases 

are discussed in Kallman, Reference 13. Other examples are given in Section XVI. It is the 

author's opinion that the numerous papers devotea to suppressing zero mean additive noise 

effects in spatial filter design are sterile academic exercises which miss the point of the true 

difficulties in spatial filter design. 
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VIII   FORMULATION OF SPATIAL FILTER DESIGN AS A MATHEMATICAL 

OPTIMIZATION QUESTION 

We continue in the same spirit in this section as we did in the previous Section VII. That is, 

we continue as if we were analyzing our first high school physics word problem. 

In Section VII we devised a mathematical function SCR(h), the signal-to-clutter ratio, 

as a measure of performance of the spatial filter ^"(h)*. Just as in a high school physics 

word problem, the next step is to identify all the free parameters involved in the definition of 

SCR(h). There are certain free parameters which involve the physical features of the optical 

correlator. Among these are the number of pixels on and/or the resolution of the input device; 

the number of pixels on and/or the resolution of the detector; the physical dimensions of 

the correlator; the characteristics of the lenses; the wavelength of coherent radiation used; 

and the proper choice of scaling in the Fourier or filter plane (i.e., what portion of the the 

filter plane should be intercepted or filtered by the spatial light modulator?) These are 

important engineering questions that probably should be resolved by device constraints and 

engineering tradeoffs determined by the particular application of the correlator. More likely 

the issue of the choice for these gross parameters will be/has been settled in some ad hoc 

manner by the manufacturers of correlators. The proper choice of these free parameters is not 

addressed here. The choice of the f, and the corresponding Rj and Bj(l < i < m) can only be 

determined by an engineering methodology involving much experimentation and computer 

simulation studies. The f, used in this effort were discussed in Section III. The B,, after 

some experimentation, were usually chosen to be just the origin {(0,0)} in the correlation 

plane. The Rj usually were chosen to be equal to 0 for 1 < i < m and were usually taken to 

be the entire correlation plane for n+1 < i < m. The remaining free parameters are entries 

in the matrix representing the filter ^"(h)*, each of which is represented as an independent 

complex number, or equivalently is represented as a function of one nonnegative parameter 

and one real parameter, the amplitude and the phase of the entry. Equipment constraints, 

hght budget constraints, storage requirement constraints, and other considerations can put 

limitations on the range of some of these parameters. 

It is convenient on occasion to have the option of permanently fixing some of the entries 
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of the spatial filter .F(h)* to be zero. The complement of the set of entries of .F(h)* which 

are permanently set to be zero will be called the region of support of .F(h)*. This should 

be done by setting up an array of booleans representing a filter boolean mask, stored in a 

computer file, say fbm.dat, whose entries are in a one-to-one correspondence with the entries 

of .F(h)*. The entries of fbm =,t are either TRUE or FALSE: FALSE if the corresponding 

entry in ^"(h)* is fixed to be u, TRUE otherwise. 

A general spatial filter can be considered to be a square LxL array [Ay-Zy], where the 

Aij > 0 represent amplitudes and the Zy, complex numbers of modulus one, represent phases. 

The Zij are uniquely determined if Ay ^ 0 and are permanently fixed to be one if Ay is 

permanently fixed to be z . Any possible addressable device which could implement a 

general spatial filter would of necessity have a finite dynamic range. We must therefore 

make some assumption limiting the range of the amplitudes. We can assume that each Ay 

satisfies 0 < Ay < 1 by multiplying the amplitudes by a correct choice of positive scaling 

factor if necessary. This scaling factor can be chosen so that max Ay=l if the filter is not 

identically zero. We will assume that the Ay are constrained so that this equality always 

holds. Any intelligent high school physics student would now approach the construction of 

a gener.. spatial filter by choosing a discriminant function h so that if T(h)* — [Ay-zij], 1 < 

i,j < L, then SCR(h) is optimized over those Ay, Zy for which Ay ^ 0, with Ay constrained 

such th     0 < An < 1 and   max Ai7=l and with the corresponding z„- constrained to be 
—        J   — l<i,j<L     J 

a complex number with |zy | = 1. The general spatial filter T(h)* which results from the 

solution of this constrained optimization question would hopefully be a good general spatial 

filter for the training set fi,.. .,fn, fn+i,- • -,fm- 

Spatial filters for which the Ay are constrained to be zero or one are of special interest. 

These are spatial filters whose entries are zero or an arbitrary continuous phase. As a 

concession to those (and there are many) who equate progress with the creation of acronyms, 

we will call such spatial filters zero and phase (ZAP) filters. Therefore each ZAP filter is an 

LxL a^ ay of the form [Ay-Zy-], where Ay is either zero or one and zy- is a complex number 

of mot.. :üS one. Ay is zero if and only if the (ij)-th entry of fbm.dat is FALSE and Ay- 

is 1 if and only if the (i,j)-th entry of the boolean mask fbm.dat is TRUE. If Ay is zero, 

then we fix Zy to be one. The free parameters in a ZAP filter are precisely those complex 
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numbers of modulus one (or phases) z^ for which Ay is one. The ZAP filter ^"(h)* should 

be designed by varying these z^ in an intelligent manner so as to drive SCR(h) to as high a 

level as possible. 

The author has invented algorithms to solve these optimization questions and has im- 

plemented them in occam 2 codes for use on transputer parallel processing systems. These 

algorithms are discussed in detail in the next two sections. They were first discussed in the 

literature by the author in References 14 — 15. They are very efficient iterative techniques. 

The very first initial guess needed by these iterative optimization codes can be generated 

by elementary linear combination techniques. These issues are discussed in more detail in 

Appendices A-G. Appendix B is a good overview of the software created by the author. The 

practicality of these algorithms is discussed in Appendix J. 

The author has been using this approach to spatial filter design since 1986. Other than 

the author, virtually all approaches to general spatial filter design are of the following form. 

Given a training set consisting of true targets fi,... ,fn and false targets fn+i,.. .,fm, and 

some objective function <p which purports to measure filter performance, find that linear 

combination of the training set images which maximizes (p. This approach therefore uses 

only m free parameters to design a general spatial filter — this in a problem where there are 

naturally 2L2 free parameters. See Kumar, Reference 12, for a rather broad survey of such 

techniques and for further references. It is the author's experience that these techniques 

produce useful filters in cases for which there are few if any false targets and where the true 

target set consists of images which are relatively small perturbations of one fixed target. 

However, results appear to be quite poor in cases where there are many dissimilar true 

targets and/or even a few nontrivial false targets. Such results reinforced the author's 

intuitive belief that good general spatial filter design is not an exercise in linear algebra 

but is an optimization question of extreme complexity involving a great many free variables. 

In this context the linear combination techniques for spatial filter design should be regarded 

as the first two terms in the Taylor expansion for what one really desires. In general one 

should not expect good results from such an approximation anymore than one should expect 

to find good approximations to the function exp(x) by studying the function 1 + x 

The author's approach to spatial filter design has been criticized by Jared, Reference 
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16, since it allegedly "yields little information about the theory of distortion invariant filter 

construction." The author does not understand this objection. Even the simplest calculus 

questions or linear programming questions lead to solutions for which the best choice of 

free parameters does not have an obvious or pleasant physical interpretation. Why should 

we expect a simple physical interpretation for the optimal choice of free parameters in this 

extremely complicated problem which might typically have over 32,000 free parameters? 

Jared's own approach to general spatial filter design, like that of so many others, is a linear 

combination approach. Perhaps he can inform us whether or not his approach to general 

spatial filter design leads to great physical insights. Perhaps he can also inform us why 

we should expect his general spatial filters to perform optimally when only m (the size of 

the training set) free parameters are used in his design process — this in a problem which 

typically has over 32,000 free parameters. 
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IX   THE CHOICE OF AN OPTIMAL SEARCH DIRECTION IF THE FREE 

PARAMETERS ARE UNCONSTRAINED 

This section is a rewrite and extension of a topic-previously discussed in References 17 — 18. 

The ideas presented here were essentially discovered by the author in 1985. The contents 

of this section certainly must be well known, but it is difficult to give a reference for a 

coherent discussion of the topics considered here. The methods described here are apropos 

to the design of ZAP filters as formulated in Section VIII. These techniques are not directly 

useful for the design of general spatial filters as formulated in Section VIII, for this is a 

constrained optimization problem and is much more difficult. Techniques and algorithms to 

solve the constrained optimization question involved in the design of general spatial filters 

are discussed in the next section. However, some of the techniques developed in this section 

will prove useful as an intermediate step in the constrained optimization problem. 

Optimization questions of various sorts are familiar to anyone who has taken a calculus 

course or an operations research course. The sort of optimization question of interest in this 

section does not seem to fall neatly into either of these subject areas, but rather involves 

aspects of both. The ZAP filter design problem discussed in Section VIII is a special case of 

the following general optimization question. A more detailed discussion of this special but 

vitally interesting case will be given at the end of the following general discussion. 

Let X be a nonempty open subset of the k-dimensional Euclidean space Rfc. Let <pi,..., 

ifN be a finite sequence of differentiate functions on X. Define a function y? on X by setting 

V?(x)=immv^(x) (4) 

for each x in X. Problem: Find an iterative algorithm to drive </? to a local maximum on 

X. This problem is somewhat involved, for even though each cpi may be as differentiable 

as could be desired, (p itself almost always is not. This is not merely a pedantic point, 

for all of the difficulty in optimizing y? occurs at those points where ip is not differentiable. 

Hence, simple gradient steepest ascent methods do not apply here. In the ZAP filter design 

problem considered in Section VIII, ip is actually a function on a very large torus or product 

of circles and not an open subset of some Euclidean space.   However, any such torus is 
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locally parameterized by an open subset of some Euclidean space, and the discussion here 

encompasses the problems considered in previous sections. In the previous sections a typical 

size for k is 16,384 and N can vary between the relatively small number .of images in the 

training set when optimizing a threshold to a number in the millions when optimizing a 

signal-to-clutter ratio. Because of the large number of functions involved and the large 

number of variables, it is important to use algorithms in which no large sets of linear equations 

need be solved or large matrices inverted. The algorithm sketched below has this property. 

Choose an initial point x0 in X. An iterative scheme involves the choice of a feasible 

direction (or unit vector) d in Rfc so that ip(x0) < </>(xo + ad) for some sufficiently small 

positive number a. Given that such a direction d exists, it is desired to choose the best 

possible d. If no such d exists, then the iteration stops. In order to determine whether or 

not such a d exists, oru proceeds as follows. Let F be the set of all integers i between 1 and 

N such that i is active, i.e., such that </?i(x0) is very close to </?(x0). Sometii is, particularly 

at the beginning of an iteration, the size of F might be 1, but in practice it quickly grows 

to be rather large. The size of F of course depends on what tolerance is used to determine 

when <^i(xo) is very close to <£>(x0). This tolerance usually should go to 0 as the iteration 

proceeds. Calculate the gradients y, = (V</7j)(x0)(j G F). A direction d is feasible provided 

eoch dot product Vj-d is positive. The best direction d to choose is the solution to 

max mm v 
d€Rk j£F   " 
id|=i 

d (5) 

where |x| is the length of the vector x G Rfc. Apparently one intractable problem has 

been replaced with another. However, this is not the case, for the vector d which solves 

Equation (5) admits an interesting geometric interpretation. 

Let P be the polytope in Rfe spanned by the vectors y, (j G F). P in fact is the convex 

hull of the vectors y, (j G F), viz., 

P = [Etivilti^°»Eti=1]- 

Note that if the origin 0 G P, then there is no unit vector d such that v,- • d > 0 (j G F). 

For if Vj ■ d > 0 0 ^ F), then v • d > 0 for all v G P. But 0 • d = 0. This is an obvious 
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contradiction, and so there is no unit vector d such that v, • d > 0 (j G F) if 0 G P. In 

this case either the tolerance used in determining F must be shrunk or the algorithm must 

terminate, for there is no feasible direction in which to move to try and improve <p. So it 

may be supposed that 0 ^ P. P is a compact convex subset of Rfe and therefore contains a 

unique point w G P which is closest to but distinct from 0. Then d = w/|w| is the unique 

solution to Equation (5). To prove this, note that 

|tv + (l-t)w|2 > |w|2 

for all 0 < t <1 since P is convex and w is the point of P with smallest length. Expanding, 

this implies that 

t2v • v + 2t(l-t)v • w > t(2-t)w • w. 

Divide this expression by 2t and then let t —► 0+. One obtains that 

v • w > w • w 

for all v G P. This implies that 

v • d > w • d=|w| 

for all v G P. This in turn implies that 

w • d=|w| = minv1- • d 

since w is a convex combination of the y, (j G F). Now let d' be any other unit vector distinct 

from d = w/|w|. Then 

minvo ■ d' < w • d'<|w| • |d'|=|w|=minv,- • d 

by the strict form of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Hence, d = w/|w| is the unique solution 

to Equation (5).The above analysis implies that one can find the best direction d = w/|w| 

to move by finding the 

which solves the quadratic programming problem: 

minimize | J2^jyj |2 

jeF 
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subject to the constraints tj > 0, I] % = 1. 
jeF 

This quadratic programming problem can be solved by standard quadratic programming 

techniques which may be found in many texts, the classic being Dantzig, Reference 19. 

Efficient programming is required in solving this quadratic programming problem, for it is 

only an intermediate problem in each iterative step. This problem is typically solved ir 

author's transputer based computing system used in this study in a fraction of a secoi.. ior 

values of k which typically can be as large as 200. 

A very special, simple example or two might give the reader a bit of intuition on the 

origins of this quadratic programming problem. Suppose that vx and v2 are two orthogonal 

unit vectors in the plane R2. It is quite intuitive that the best choice for d is the unique unit 

vector which makes a 45 degree angle with both vi and v2. But d has another interpretation. 

In this case P, the convex hull of vi and v2, is the line segment from vi to v2. The vt: or 

closest to the origin in P is just the intersection of P with the ray through d. Thus d 

is as determined by the previous analysis. Again, suppose that vi, v2, and v3 are t ee 

orthogonal unit vectors in R3. Again, it is quite intuitive that the best choice for d it ne 

unique unit vector which makes a 45 degree angle with all three vectors. In this case P is 

the equilateral triangle whose vertices are v1; v2, and v3 and the vector in P closest to the 

origin is the centroid of this equilateral triangle. But this vector points in the direction of 

d, as determined by the previous analysis. 

We now show how the algorithm just described a be used to design a good ZAP filter 

^"(h)*. We approach this problem in the most naive manner possible. First of all, f< any 

specific 1 < i < m and any specific x G B* or x G R*, | (fj,hx) |2 is a smooth function of 

the nontrivial phases in the matrix ^"(h)*. This follows easily from the Plancherel Theorem. 

Next, fix some suitably chosen e > 0 and some 8 > 0. Let P(h,e) be the set of pairs (i,x), 

where 1 < i < n, and x G B* so the T(h) < | $&>) |2 < T(h) + e, i.e., so that | (fi,hx) |2 is 

close to T(h). Let Q(h,<5) be the set of pairs (i,x), where 1 < i < m and x G Rj, so that C(h) 

-6<\ (fj,hx) |2< C(h), i.e., so that | (fj,hx) |2 is close to C(h). Let the ip then be the set of 

all quotients of the form | (UX) 171 (U,K) |2, where (i,x) G P(h,e) and (j,y) G Q(h,£ The 

algorithms discussed ea: aer in this section then can be applied iteratively to drive S „(h) 

to an optimum. The choice for an initial choice of h is discussed in Appendix B. The choice 
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of e > 0 and 8 > 0 should gradually become smaller as the iterative calculation proceeds. 

For this algorithm to work well the B; should be rather small subsets of the correlation plane 

— one should choose B; = {(0,0)} (1 < i < n)if at all possible. 
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X   THE CHOICE OF A GOOD SEARCH DIRECTION IF SOME OF THE FREE 

PARAMETERS ARE CONSTRAINED 

The methods described here are apropos to the design of general spatial filters as formu- 

lated in Section IX. The ideas discussed here occurred to the author in 1989. The technique 

described is a double iteration. The author discovered this algorithm after much experimen- 

tation to check its computational feasibility and practicality. It certainly is an open question 

if there are other more efficient techniques. 

Let X be a nonempty open subset of Rp and let Y be a product of intervals in R9. Let 

V?i,..., <PN be a finite sequence of differentiable functions on XxY. Define a function ip on X 

by setting 

</>(x,y)= .mjn </>*(x>y) (6) l<.i<N 

for each (x,y) G XxY. Problem: Find an iterative algorithm to drive if to a local maximum 

on XxY. This optimization problem is much more complicated than that considered in 

Section IX since the y parameters must lie in the product of intervals Y rather than an open 

subset of Rp. In the general spatial filter design problem considered in Section VIII, (p is 

actually a function on the product of a very large torus or product of circles with a product of 

unit intervals [0,1]. As before, any torus is locally parameterized by an open subset of some 

Euclidean space, and the discussion here encompasses the problems considered in Section 

VIII. In the previous sections typical sizes for p and q are 16,384, a total of 32,768, and N 

typically is in the millions when optimizing a signal-to-clutter ratio. 

Choose an initial point (x0,yo) G XxY. An iterative scheme involves the choice of a 

feasible direction (or unit vector) (c,d) eRpxR« so that ^((xo,y0)) < <£>((x0,yo) + a(c,d)) 

for some sufficiently small positive number a and so that y0 + ad G Y. Since X is open, y0 

+ ac G X for all sufficiently small a. A choice for finding such a (c,d) is the following double 

iteration. Fix a > 0, usually taken to be quite small. First, ignoring the constraints for the 

moment, use the iterative algorithm described in Section IX to choose a feasible direction 

(c,d). We are done if y0 + ad 6 Y. If so, stop the double iteration and begin afresh. If 

y0 + ad ^ Y, freeze the y-variables for which we do not have containment. Regard <p as a 
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function of x and the remaining y variables and iterate this procedure. 

The algorithm just described can be used to design a good general spatial filter T(h)*. 

This proceeds virtually word-for-word as was described for ZAP filters in Section IX. The 

algorithms discussed earlier in this section then can be applied iteratively to drive SCR(h) 

to an optimum. The choice for an initial choice of h is discussed in Appendix B. 
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XI   AN ALGORITHM TO CHOOSE THE REGION OF SUPPORT IN A ZAP FILTER 

An algorithm to choose region of support in a ZAP filter is presented. This algorithm 

involves a simple thresholding technique applied to the general spatial filter described in 

previous sections. The author first discussed this topic in Reference 20, where numerous 

examples are given. Having determined the region of support in a ZAP filter, one can then 

view the remaining phases as free parameters and design a good ZAP filter by optimizing 

the filter's SCR using the alp.   'Minis described in Section IX. 

Many people, including e the author (Reference 15), realized early on the benefits 

for target discrimination and clutter rejection of setting equal to zero some low frequency 

pixels in what would otherwise be a pure phase spatial filter. However, D. Flannery et al. 

(Reference 21) seem to have been the first to suggest extending this idea to possibly higher 

frequencies and to give an algorithm rather than an ad hoc guess on how to choose such 

frequencies. This algorithm was given for a training set consisting of one true target and 

one false target and consisted of setting equal to 0 those frequencies for which the ratio of 

the false target energy to the true target energy exceeded some threshold. An extension 

of this idea to larger training sets has apparently never been written down, though one 

could imagine a variety of techniques to do so if the training sets are of moderate size. 

What is not clear to the author, however, is whether or not there is such an extrapolation 

which can handle cases in which there are truly large numbers of true and false targets. 

For example, the author has tried several such extrapolations to an instance using standard 

tank imagery with 91 true targets and 91 false targets — these extrapolations gave only two 

nonzero pixels. Furthermore, such techniques ignore other possibilities for clutter rejection 

and target recognition in correlation calculations involving advantageous weighted mutual 

cancellations or additions at various spatial frequencies. The purpose of this section is to 

give a completely different approach which can handle large training sets and takes both 

techniques into consideration. 

This section is an application of the general spatial filter described in previous sections. 

The algorithm given here is completely simple and straightforward. Given a training set 

consisting of true targets flr . .,fn and false targets fn+lr . .,fm, create an optimized general 
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spatial filter T(g)* for this training set using the techniques described in previous sections. 

The amplitudes in ^"(g)* are trapped between 0 and 1, and it is plausible that those spatial 

frequencies which have small amplitude should be set equal to 0. This can be done with a 

simple thresholding or histogram technique. The choice of which threshold to use cannot be 

determined a priori in any nontrivial situation, but can only be derived from a great deal of 

simulation and engineering experimentation. Having chosen which spatial frequencies to set 

equal to 0, the next step is to form a filter by retaining the phases of the remaining spatial 

frequencies, use this ZAP filter as an initial point, keeping the support of the ZAP filter 

fixed, and optimize the SCR of the ZAP filter over the remaining phases using the author's 

design techniques. This produces a ZAP filter .F(h)* whose SCR has been optimized. 

The importance of having spatial light modulators whose cells can assume a value of 

zero cannot be overemphasized. Spatial light modulators which have this capability ap- 

pear to have a great advantage over those which do not, at least in circumstances where 

discrimination is important. 

The general ideas presented herein occurred to the author quite some time ago. Their 

utility was quickly verified in April 1992 after their implementation in a variety of computer 

codes. 
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XII   AN ALGORITHM TO OPTIMALLY DISCRETIZE A ZAP FILTER 

Given that one has designed a good ZAP phase-only filter, how should one go about discretiz- 

ing it in a rational manner, as might be required for implementation in an actual device? An 

algorithm for doing this for binary phase-only filters was first given in Reference 22. That 

algorithm can easily be extended to the case of discrete n-state phase-only filters. It may be 

described geometrically as follows. Orient the circle in counter-clockwise fashion. Let z be a 

point on the unit circle greater than or equal to 1.0 but strictly less than exp(27ri/n). Mov- 

ing counter-clockwise around the unit circle, let Afc(z) be the arc of the unit circle greater 

than or equal to exp(27rik/n)z but strictly less than exp(27ri(k+l)/n)z, for each 0 < k < 

n. Discretize J^(h)* into an n-state phase-only filter T(hz)* as follows. If J^(h)*[p,q] is the 

p,q-th entry of .F(h)* and ^(h)*[p,q] = 0, then set J^(hz)*[p,q] = 0. Otherwise .F(h)*[p,q] 

is a complex number of modulus one and so lies on some unique arc Afc(z). In this case let 

;F(h2)*[p,q] = exp(27rik/n). Finally do a one-dimensional search in your favorite manner to 

find that z = z0 so that SCR(hz) is as large as possible. This choice of z0 then gives, at least 

in this sense, an optimal way to discretize .F(h)* into an n-state filter. A careful optimal 

choice of z0 as prescribed can yield filters with more than twice the signal-to-clutter ratio 

than a random choice of z when the training set is large. Moreover, especially for n = 15, 

the performance of the discretized phase-only filters faithfully mirrors that of their contin- 

uous phase-only ancestors. This generalization from 2 to n phase-states has been discussed 

previously in References L> and 24. 
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XIII   INTENSITY PHASE ENCODED IMAGES 

A particularly useful algorithm for encoding intensity images as phase-only images is pre- 

sented in this section. This algorithm is due to Dennis H. Goldstein (DHG) and the author. 

DHG and the author were led to consider this intensity phase-encoding algorithm because 

of real and potential constraints in spatial light modulators. Continuous and discrete ZAP 

filters can be designed to recognize a variety of target aspects of such encoded images. Such 

ZAP filters have been successfully demonstrated in Essex Corporation's ImSyn optical-digital 

correlator using intensity phase-encoded imagery as inputs. There appears to be a distinct 

advantage in using such an encoding scheme for filters designed to give a fairly stable re- 

sponse over quite large training sets. The advantage is particularly pronounced when the 

phase-only filters are designed to give an optimal response over the detector in the correlation 

plane. 

Sxippose a detector registers an intensity image [a^q] (1 < p,q < N) on its active pixels, 

where each &pq > 0. In the standard optical correlator architecture and algorithm the am- 

plitude image [apg] is then used as the input to the correlator. There is no mathematical 

reason why [apq] should be used as the input to the correlator. It might be advantageous to 

input some other image \bpq] which is a function of [a?J to the correlator, so long as there is 

a one-to-one correspondence [ajL] —> \bpq] between the detected image and the inputs. After 

all, there is a definite but subtle difference between the actual measured pixel values a^g 

and the information content they convey. If the measured intensity image [a^J contains an 

object of interest, then the correspondence [a^J —> \bpq] should commute with translations 

of the object of interest inside the aperture represented by the matrix of detected intensities. 

This can be the case in general only if there is a function (p : [0, +oo >—► C so that hpq = 

(fis^g). Here C is the set of complex numbers. This rule [a^] —► [y(apg)] between images 

can be one-to-one in general only if ip is a one-to-one function, at least on the set of possible 

measured intensities al . There is much empirical evidence that amplitudes do not contain 

much information and are quite troublesome, but that phases do contain a great deal of 

information, for signals in general and for Fourier transforms of imagery in particular (Op- 

penheim and Lim, Reference 25). This philosophy is suggestive but does not strictly apply 
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here, for translation does not commute with the Fourier transform operator. Proceeding in 

a He simple-maided fashion, however, this philosophy suggests taking <p to be a complex 

exponential. Assume that an image has been digitized into eight bits per pixel (this could be 

any convenient number). Then the intensities are circumscribed to be the integers between 

0 and 255. This suggests letting bpq = ip{s?vq) = exp(aJg7ri/255). Here a?pq is divided by 255 

and then multiplied by 7r SO that ap97r/255 ranges between 0 and TT. This is done so that 

ajL —> (f(al) is one-to-one and so that </?(0) and </?(255) are as far apart as possible. It is 

easy to think of other functions ip which have similar properties. Note that in the case at 

hand <p(a?-) always will be a complex number of modulus one lying in the first or second 

quadrants of the complex plane. 

What might be the a priori advantages and/or disadvantages in employing intensity 

phase-encoded imagery as inputs to a correlator? A possible advantage is rather subtle and 

is based on plausible mathematical reasoning. The most difficult aspect of phase-only filter 

design lies not in making filters which recognize many aspects of true targets but which 

discriminate effectively against selected false targets. Let f be an image and d a discriminant 

function, both implemented in some sort of optical correlator. The optical correlation process 

in effect mathematically consists of translating and centering d successively over the various 

points of f, taking dot products, and plotting the square magnitudes of the resulting complex 

number. In order to discriminate against false targets, ;-uese square magnitudes should all 

be suppressed as much as possible. If f is a false target, then pixels of d should be thought of 

as complex weights which are carefully chosen to make > numerous dot products between 

f and the translates of f as small as possible. Now if f is an amplitude input which has 

several large magnitude pixels and if no mutual cancellations involving the weights of d can 

be arranged, a very large number of low magnitude pixels and corresponding elements of 

d will be utilized in canoeing their effects. On the other hand, if the pixels of f consist of 

complex numbers of modulus one, then no small number of pixels of f should tie up numerous 

other elements of f and corresponding elements of d in canceling out their bad effects. A 

potentially serious disadvantage with the present encoding scheme is that the simplest of all 

false targets, namely that target each of whose pixels is equal to 0, gets encoded as an array 

of Is. Thi. potential disadvantage can be circumvented, however, by proper filters designed 
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to discriminate against constant inputs as well as other false targets. 

The ideas discussed in this section were first published in Reference 23, were further 

discussed in References 24 and 26, and were patented in Reference 27. An application of 

these ideas to the processing of two-dimensional full polarimetric millimeter wavelength radar 

imagery is given in Reference 18. These references lend extensive support to the notion that 

intensity phase-encoded imagery is very useful in correlation. 
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XIV THE BACKGROUND CONTRAST PROBLEM 

In many ways phase-only filters do not act at all like matched filters. One particularly 

compelling instance is the following experiment. Take any reasonably sized target, denoted 

by f, such as a m48d25.090 (NS) of Figure 2, in a blank background. Let T{i)*m be the 

classical matched filter corresponding to f, normalized so that its maximum amplitude is 

one, and let ^"(f)* be the phase-only matched filter corresponding to f. These spatial filters 

were discussed in Section VI. Denote by g the image created from f by embedding f into a 

uniform background whose intensity is equal to that of the nonzero average of f. The image 

g is showv Figure 7. The top down view of the correlation plane obtained by filtering g 

with F{i)m is illustrated in Figure 8. Even though the correlation plane recognition signals 

are confused, one does indeed obtain a recognition signal intensity exactly the same as that 

obtained by altering f with T{i)*m. On the other hand, if one filtc.s g with -F(f)* one obtains 

no recognition signal at all. This is illustrated in Figure 10. Care should be exercised to 

perform this . .mulation carefully for the .easons and along the lii /s given in Section V. One 

concludes from this simple example that the performance of phast-only filters with standard 

amplitude inputs is strongly dependent on the target/background contrast. This problem 

perhaps can be solved with appropriate °dge enhancement and/or binarization techniques, 

but there surely are many instances whei .such techniques do not work, e.g., a target covered 

with a great ueal of random noise. 

The author discovered this difficulty in 1987. It was written down in Reference 17, 

where two ex post facto rather inappropriate solutions were suggested. These solutions were 

further discussed in Reference 28. The problem was discussed again in Reference 29, where 

the solution given in Section XVI was first proposed. 
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Figure 10. South-to-North View, Correlation Plane of g vs. T{i)% 
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XV   THE TRANSLATION INVARIANCE Pr ^BLEM 

Another basic problem for phase-only filtering arises in case the target is translated with 

respect to a nontrivial background. Let f and g be the tank images discussed in Section 

XIV. Let h be the image created by pushing f into the upper left hand corner of the array 

representing the input aperture and then adding the same background used to create g. If 

one filters h with T(i)*m one again gets a messy correlation plane though the peak is unaltered 

and correctly located. If one filters h with F{l)*p one again gets absolutely no response. If 

one creates the phase-only matched filter T(g)*p, then of course .F(g)* filters g perfectly but 

does a much less than perfect job when filtering h. The explanation for this is that while 

correlation is a translation invariant process, h is not a translate of g. This lack of robustness 

with respect to translation with respect to a nontrivial background is even more pronounced 

in case this experiment is repeated with filters which involve large numbers of true targets in 

their training sets. Once again care must be exercised to perform this simulation carefully 

for the reasons and along the lines given in Section V. 

The author discovered this difficulty in 1987 and first recorded it in Reference 17, where 

two ex post facto rather inappropriate solutions were suggested. These solutions were further 

discussed in Reference 28. The problem was discussed again in Reference 29, where the 

solution given in Section XVI was first proposed. 
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XVI   ZERO MEAN INTENSITY PHASE-ENCODED IMAGES AS A SOLUTION 

Two nontrivial difficulties in spatial filtering were discussed in Section XIV and Section XV. 

One potential solution to these problems is to work with edge enhanced and/or binarized 

imagery and to make filters from training sets of such imagery. Such techniques will certainly 

eliminate a uniform background. However, backgrounds are seldom uniform. Instead, to a 

first approximation, they consist of some sort of noise about a mean. Edge enhancements 

and/or binarization techniques may work for some or even most real images, but here we 

will concentrate on imagery for which edge enhancement and/or binarization techniques will 

provide little relief. 

A rather heavy-handed potential solution to the problems discussed in the previous two 

sections was proposed in References 17 and 28. As in these references, the key philosophical 

point adopted here is that the differences from the average background contain all useful 

information for most realistic targets. To translate this philosophy into a simple algorithm, 

one should not filter the usual amplitude target, but instead should compute the average 

amplitude (f) of the target and filter on the array consisting of the amplitude target with 

(f) subtracted from every pixel. This concept was tried with considerable success for targets 

in a medium to high intensity background, but the performance of these filters faltered in 

low intensity backgrounds. Therefore, this algorithm needed to be modified further. An 

algorithm for phase-encoding intensity imagery is discussed in Section XIV. This algorithm 

has been shown to have several apparent advantages in correlation (References 23 and 24). 

It was therefore natural to study zero mean versions of target images whose intensities are 

properly phase-encoded. Note that since phase-encoded images are arrays of complex num- 

bers, the mean of such an array is also a complex number. Suitably designed filters were 

created from training sets of such zero mean intensity phase-encoded images and their per- 

formance was gratifying in most instances. While no string of examples can prove a general 

statement, the empirical evidence presented in this section is typical of that observed in a 

large number of situations. Examples of such success are discussed in more detail in Refer- 

ence 29. No correlation process using a single spatial filter can be completely invariant with 

respect to background fluctuations, shifts against the background, and additive zero mean 
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noise. However, the filters discussed here and in Reference 29 are relatively invariant with 

respect to such perturbations of the training set imagery. These filtering techniques might 

prove to be of practical importance since they can be implemented in Essex Corporation's 

ImSyn optical-digital processor. 

The results of the following simulations partially illustrate the techniques dis uissed above. 

The true target sets were twenty-one of the m48d20 (OS) tank images at a ninety degree as- 

pect angle plus or minus ten degrees, m48d20.080 (OS),..., m48d20.090 (OS),..., m48d20.100 

(OS). The false target sets came from twenty-one of the m60d20 (OS) tank images at a 

ninety degree aspect angle plus or minus ten degrees, m60d20.080 (OS),..., m60d20.0y0 

(OS),..., m60d20.100 (OS). These target sets, discussed in Section III, are rather similar. 

This similarity makes the recognition and discrimination problem considerably more dif- 

ficult. Each M48 and each M60 was embedded into a uniform background whose pixel 

intensities were 128, close to the average nonzero pixel intensity level on the targets. Figure 

7 shows m48d20.090 (OS) in a 128 intensity background and Figure 11 shows m60d20.090 

(OS) in a 128 intensity background. These training set images were processed by intensity 

phase-encoding them, computing their respective complex-valued means, and subtracting 

their respective complex-valued means from each pixel. Filters were designed by the tech- 

niques described in previous sections and the appendices. Figure 12 is the ZAP filter with 

fifteen equally spaced phase-states designed for this training set of 21 true and 21 false tar- 

gets. It will be denoted by .F(h)J5. Figure 13 is the boolean mask for -F(h)^5 — black 

represents 0 and white represents complex numbers of modulus 1. 

The following simulations were done carefully as prescribed in Sectioi V. Figures 14 — 

25 illustrate a few correlation results. The subtitles are rather self explanatory. For example, 

Figure 14 represents m48d20.090 (OS) translated into the upper left hand corner of the input 

array, with the background filled in with pixels of medium intensity 128, and with mean 0.0, 

standard deviation 25.0 Gaussian noise added independently to every pixti. The images in 

a low intensity background have an average background of 50.0 and those in a high intensity 

background have an average background of 200.00. Exactly the same noise is added to each 

input image in exactly the same manner. The six south-to-north views of the correlation 

plane illustrate the relative immunity of the correlation process to changes in the background 
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Figure 11. The M60 Image m60d20.090 (OS) in a Medium Intensity Background 
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Figure 12. The ZAP Filter F(h) 15 
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Figure 13. The Boolean Amplitude Mask of F(h)\ 15 
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Figure 14. The Shifted and Noisy m48d20.090 (OS) in a Medium Intensity Background 
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Figure 15. South-to-North Correlation Plane View, the Image of Figure 14 vs. JF(h) 15 
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Figure 16. The Shifted and Noisy m48d20.090 (OS) in a Low Intensity Background 
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Figure 17. South-to-North Correlation Plane View, the Image of Figure 16 vs. jF(h) 15 
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Figure 18. The Shifted and Noisy m48d20.090 (OS) in a High Intensity Background 
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Figure 19. South-to-North Correlation Plane View, the Image of Figiire 18 vs. .F(h) 15 
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Figure 20. The Shifted and Noisy m60d20.090 (OS) in a Medium Intensity Background 
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Figure 21. South-to-North Correlation Plane View, the Image of Figure 20 vs. .F(h)i5 
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Figure 22. The Shifted and Noisy m60d20.090 (OS) in a Low Intensity Background 
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Figure 23. South-to-North Correlation Plane View, the Image of Figure 22 vs. T(h)*15 
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Figure 24. The Shifted and Noisy m60d20.090 (OS) in a High Intensity Background 
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Figure 25. South-to-North Correlation Plane View, the Image of Figure 24 vs. .F(h) 15 
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intensity, to translation of the target with respect to the background, and with respect to 

large amounts of additive zco mean Gaussian noise. The lack of any recognition signal in 

the three views of the correlation plane corresponding to M60 targets shows that the strong 

recognition signals in the three views of the correlation plane corresponding to the M48 

targets are not mere fortuitous artifacts. 
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XVII   A NEW EDGE ENHANCEMENT ALGORITHM 

The current crop of spatial light modulators are constrained to have only two amplitude 

states, zero and one, for use in the input plane of an optical correlator. Even if this con- 

straint did not exist, there still would be an academic interest in the potential uses of binary 

imagery. This interest is heightened because of the target/background contrast problem 

and the translation invariance problem discussed in Sections XIV and XV. The author was 

therefore compelled to consider a variety of image binarization techniques during this effort. 

Most binarization algorithms involve a mixture of local and/or global thresholding and/or 

histogram techniques. One quickly realizes that applying these techniques to raw input im- 

agery is full of pitfalls and unsatisfactory results. One instead should apply these algorithms 

not to the original image, but to a processed version of the original image. One instead is 

forced to focus one's attention on edge enhancement methods. Two popular edge enhance- 

ment algorithms are the diff3 algorithm and the Sobel algorithm. These seem satisfactory 

for most purposes and can be implemented in real time, though the author has found the 

performance of the Sobel to be superior in most respects. During the course of this work, 

however, Elaine Pettit (a Ph.D. candidate in Computer Science at UNT working under the 

author) and the author discovered a novel edge enhancement scheme with some rather cu- 

rious properties. At the moment this new technique is rather compute intensive, taking 

about 1.5 seconds for a 128x128 binary image using the author's transputer network for a 

reasonable choice of the parameters controlling the calculation. So at the moment this new 

edge enhancement technique is not suitable for real time applications such as a flight test, 

for example, but it is suitable for processing training set imagery. 

An intensity phase-encoding algorithm for byte imagery was discussed in Section XIII. As 

was noted in previous sections, the use of phase-encoded imagery seems to lead to superior 

performance in correlation. This suggested a very general hitherto unsuspected phenomenon 

to the author, viz., that such a recoding might have applications in conventional digital 

image processing and that all digital image processing algorithms should be examined to see 

if they are enhanced by meshing them with intensity phase-encoding. In her dissertation 

Ms.   Pettit has intensively studied local Wigner transforms for a wide variety of digital 
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image processing applications. Winner transforms are currently quite fashionable and are 

discussed in almost any text de" 1 t wavelets. An excellent survey including a very 

comprehensive bibliography can be found in Reference 30. It was therefore natural to try 

and mesh intensity phase-encoding with local Wigner transforms. This was successfully and 

easily done and incorporated into the author's gpl graphics codes, which are discussed in 

Appendix H. 

Figures 26 — 28 were created by the gpl graphics codes. Each figure consists of three 

images — an original image, the corresponding edge enhanced image, and the corresponding 

binarized image. In each case the original image is m48d25.000 (NS) or. rntable at Range 

C-52 of Eglin AFB, and in each case the binarized image was created from the corresponding 

edge enhanced image using a simple histogram/thresholding technique. Figure 26 employs 

the difT3 edge enhancement algorithm, Figure 27 employs a Sobel edge enhancement tech- 

nique, and Figure 28 utilizes the local Wigner transform intensity phase-encoded technique. 

It is the author's opinion that, af least for these images, the local Wigner transform inten- 

sity phase-encoded technique lea to a superior binarized image. This has been confirmed 

empirically over a wide range of imagery. 

Let f be a target in a zero background, e.g., m48d25.000 (NS), and let g be the image 

f embedded into a nontrivial background, e.g., m48d25.000 (NS) on a turntable. Though 

not generally appreciated, a moment's thought shows that most :    sarization techniques 

.)lied to f will yield a binary image which is not the binarization of f embedded into 

the binarization of g. This suggests that the best choice of edge enhancement/binarization 

preprocessing technique for spatial filter training set preparation is not necessarily that edge 

enhancement/binarization preprocessing technique used on the input imagery to a correlator. 

The Pi's tentative conclusion is somewhat surprising. The training set imagery should be 

edge enhanced with the local Wigner transform intensity phase-encoded algorithm and then 

binarized using the global histogram method. The method to be employed on the input 

imagery to a correlator is the Sobel edge enhancement technique together with the global 

histogram binarization method. 
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Figure 26. An Example of DifT3 Edge Enhancement 
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Figure 27. An Example of Sobel Edge Enhancement 
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Figure 28. An Example of Local Wigner Transform Intensity Phase-Encoded Edge 

Enhancement 
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XVIII   CONCLUSIONS 

In this effort the author successfully ported, extended, and extrapolated his phase-only filter 

design codes to the occam 2 parallel programming language and successfully implemented, 

debugged, and tested them on a network of INMOS transputers. 

In this effort the author successfully found algorithms to solve the extremely complicated 

optimization question involved in his proposed method for designing general spatial filters 

as a constrained optimization question. These algorithms were successfully implemented in 

occam 2 codes and debugged, tested, and used on networks of INMOS transputers. 

Another goal of this effort was to create an algorithm to determine in a reasonable manner 

the region of support in a sp alter whose entries are either zero or a complex number of 

modulus one. This has been accomplished. 

An assigned task of this effort was to deliver to Wright Laboratory Armament Directorate 

a user friendly version of the author's spatial filter design codes together with a comprehen- 

sive User Guide. These items have been delivered to Wright Laboratory. The User Guide to 

the author's spatial filter design codes are given in Appendix A — Appendix G 

Processing of target imagery and testing the performance of spatial filters necessitated 

the creation of a variety of graphics programs. These were written completely from scratch 

to drive a SONY GDM-1953 graphics color monitor. These graphics programs have proven 

invaluable in viewing, manipulating, edge enhancing, and binarizing imagery and in simulat- 

ing the optical correlation process in great detail. An occam 2 program to drive a transputer 

based framegrabber system was also created. The characteristics and capabilities of these 

graphics software tools are sketched in Appendix H. 

Circa 1985 the author noted two difficulties in spatial filtering which apparently had 

not been noted up to that time. The first difficulty arises from variations in the tar- 

get/background contrast. The second arises when a target in a nontrivial background is 

translated with respect to ue background. These difficulties are discussed in Section XIV 

and Section XV. A goal of this effort was to devise a reasonably effective solution to these 

two problems while preserving the advantages of correlation. This has been accomplished. 

A tentative solution is discussed in Section XVI. 
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Furthermore, a large part of the labor during this effort consisted of the design and 

construction of large numbers of spatial filters which were forwarded to Wright Laboratory. 

During the course of this effort thousands of spatial filters were delivered. The author believes 

that all requests for spatial filters were answered rapidly and that the resulting spatial filters 

more than met all design requirements. 
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XIX   RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following is a small list of tasks out of the many which should be completed in the 

future. 

An optimization algorithm and corresponding occam 2 codes are needed to determine the 

threshold used in finding the region of support in a ZAP filter rather than the user prescribed 

ad hoc choice of threshold described in Section XL Work on this has already commenced 

and in fact is near completion. 

The author's spatial filter design codes should be translated to ANSI C for use on modern 

workstations. The author's graphics codes should also be ported to ANSI C code with the 

graphics per se handled in an X Window format. 

The possible use of correlators to find target-like objects in a scene should be investigated. 

This would likely be much faster than digital methods and should ease the more delicate 

and compute intensive final target recognition question. 

Much more testing needs to be done to see if the advantages of intensity phase-encoding 

imagery apparent in simulations carries over to hardware. 

Good compact discrete ZAP filters can be made which have high degrees of invariance 

with respect to changes in elevation, azimuth, and pitch in the target training set. Designing 

very good spatial filters which are additionally invariant with respect to changes in scale puts 

a bit of stress on the performance of the resulting filters. A serious attempt should be made 

to find optical/digital techniques to scale images to various levels before they are used as 

inputs to a correlator. 

There is a possibility that new and improved algorithms exist for designing general spatial 

filters which are more efficient than the algorithms studied in Section X. This possibility 

should be investigated. 
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APPENDIX A 

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE DOCUMENTATION 

Appendices B-G constitute a user guide to the software developed by Robert R. Kail- 

man, Department of Mathematics, University of North Texas, P.O. Box 5116, Denton, Texas 

76203-5116 under contract F08635-90-K-0102 with Wright Laboratory Armament Direc- 

torate, Eglin Air Force Base, Florida 32542-5434. Dr. Dennis H. Goldstein, WL/MNGA, 

managed the program for Wright Laboratory. The work was conducted during the period 

from September 20, 1990 through September 30, 1994. 

The subsequent appendices B-G are essentially duplicates of the documents which ac- 

company the software tools. The reader should start with Appendix B for an overview of 

the software tools and proceed from there. 

The author would be happy to hear from any user who has found an error or is confused 

about nebulous explanations. These comments will be taken into account in later editions 

of this user manual. 

The author wishes to thank Captain Eric P. Augustus, WL/MNGA, for much good 

practical advice on the software tools developed during this project. 
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APPENDIX B 

0VERVIEW.DOC 

1.0. Introduction and Purpose. The purpose of this document is to give a very 

general overview of the software tools created by Robert R. Kallman for spatial filter design. 

2.0. Some Comments on Spatial Filters. All of the spatial filters designed by the 

software tools can be used in a digital correlator. Some of the specially designed spatial 

filters are suitable for use in optical correlators, many of which have strong constraints 

on the type of spatial filters which they can implement. For example, many spatial light 

modulators can handle only spatial filters which consist of arrays of +ls or -Is or, in some 

instances, arrays of +ls, -Is, and 0s. Even in the perfect situation in which a spatial light 

modulator can imple it an arbitrary array of complex numbers, storage requirements for 

the library of filters may well require constraints on the type of filter used. For example 

a full complex N x N spatial filter would in general require 8N2 bytes of storage, whereas 

a zero and fifteen phase state filter requires only N2/2 bytes of storage. Optical signal 

processing systems w h can implement filters of the latter sort will soon be available. 

Moreover, full complex spatial filters of an unsophisticated sort, for example matched filters, 

are definitely not the panacea generally believed in realistic cases in which objects of interest 

are embedded in complicated and varying backgrounds. Hence, one is forced to consider 

other spatial filters. Suitably designed zero and fifteen phase state filters have proved to 

possess virtually every good characteristic of full complex filters and, for suitably modified 

inputs, to be approximately invariant with respect to background changes and translations 

with respect to the background. Therefore, filters whose entries are allowed to be zero and 

at most fifteen phase states are recommended in almost every circumstance. 

3.0. Hardware Requirements. The software tools must be used with a parallel pro- 

cessing system consisting of INMOS compatible transputer modules linked together in a 

linear pipeline. The tools require certain instructions that are available only on transputers 

with a floating point processor.  Hence, the transputer on each module should be a T800, 

T801, T805, or T9000 transputer. In general more memory is required for the calculations 
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done on the root module than on the others. The user should check the *.map files generated 

during compilation to make sure that his specific system has enough memory on each module 

for the task contemplated. A more detailed discussion of each tool's use is contained in the 

documentation specific to that tool. 

4.0. Software Requirements. The software tools discussed here must be used with the 

INMOS D7305A or compatible occam 2 toolset. This is necessary for trouble free compiling, 

linking, collecting, configuring, and running of the software tools. 

5.0. The Software Tools. The most general full blown design of a zero and fifteen 

phase state filter requires the following tools in the following order: 

1. df codes; 

2. dc5 codes; 

3. dc8 codes; 

4. fanal codes; 

5. dc5 codes; 

6. dc5z codes. 

A variety of data files are mentioned in the course of discussing these codes. Many of 

these data files will be written to or are assumed to lie in a user created \temp\ subdirectory. 

The names for all of the files mentioned and their paths are user selectable. 

5.1. Step #1, the df codes. In Step #1 the df codes, assumed to lie in the \df\ 

subdirectory, are used to create three data files -\temp\target.dat, \temp\cpbmkey.dat, and 

\temp\tarwt.dat which are used in steps 2, 3, 5, and 6. More importantly the df codes 

generate a crude initial guess for a good spatial filter (usually and more specifically, a zero 

and continuous phase filter) which is written to the file \temp\pofa.tmp. The user created 

input file \temp\fbm.dat controls the choice of which pixels in pofa.tmp are set equal to 

zero. 

5.2. Step #2, the first use of the dc5 codes. The dc5 codes, assumed to lie 

in the \dc5\ subdirectory, should be used in Step #2 with the compile time parameter 
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false.target.number set equal to zero. Copy \temp\pofa.tmp to \temp\pof.tmp. This is done 

since it is sometimes useful to retain the initial guess pofa.tmp generated by the df codes in an 

unaltered file. The dc5 codes use \temp\target.dat, \temp\tarwt.dat, \temp\cpbmkey.dat, 

and, in this step, \temp\fbm.dat. The dc5 codes start with the initial guess for \temp\pof.tmp 

and then iteratively generate improved versions of \temp\pof.tmp. The input file 

\temp\fbm.dat controls the choice of which pixels in \temp\pof.tmp are set equal to zero. 

These zero pixels are not altered during this optimization. All other (nonzero) pixels are 

complex numbers of modulus one (i.e., phases). The optimization proceeds by varying these 

phases in an intelligent manner to drive the threshold for the filter to as high a level as 

possible. In other words, the smallest recognition signal coming off the true target set is 

driven to as high a level as possible. 

5.3. Step #3, the dc8 codes. The dc8 codes are assumed to lie in the \dc8\ sub- 

directory. Copy \temp\pof.tmp to temp\filter.tmp. The dc8 codes use \temp\target.dat, 

\temp\tarwt.dat, \temp\cpbmkey.dat, and \temp\fbm.dat. The dc8 program iteratively 

generates improved versions of \temp\filter.tmp. The input file \temp\fbm.dat controls 

the choice of which pixels in \temp\filter.tmp are permanently fixed to be zero. All other 

(nonzero) pixels are complex numbers of nonzero modulus less than or equal to one. The 

optimization proceeds by varying the phases and the amplitudes, constrained to be between 

zero and one, in an intelligent manner to drive the SCR for \temp\filter.tmp to as high a 

level as possible. When dc8 is complete, \temp\filter.tmp usually contains a wide distribu- 

tion of amplitudes between zero and one in its entries, even though these amplitudes started 

with a value of either zero or one. 

5.4. Step #4, the fanal program. The fanal (= filter analysis) program is assumed 

to lie in the \fanal\ subdirectory. The use of this program only makes sense with the output 

\temp\filter.tmp of the dc8 codes. The fanal program starts with \temp\filter.tmp and a 

user defined threshold and outputs three files: \temp\fbm001.tmp, \temp\fil001.tmp, and 

\temp\pof001.tmp.  The file \temp\fbm001.tmp, an array of booleans, has entry which is 

FALSE if the corresponding entry in \temp\filter.tmp has an amplitude less than or equal 

to the threshold and has an entry which is TRUE otherwise.   Note that if an entry of 
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\temp\fbm.dat is FALSE then the corresponding entry of \temp\fbm001.tmp is FALSE. 

The file \temp\fil001.tmp is a spatial filter created from \temp\filter.tmp by setting an 

entry of \temp\fil001.tmp equal to zero if the corresponding entry of \temp\fbm001.tmp 

is FALSE and by setting an entry of \temp\fil001.tmp equal to the corresponding entry 

in \temp\filter.tmp otherwise. The file \temp\fil001.tmp will be of no use to us in this 

discussion. The file \temp\pof001.tmp, a zero and continuous phase filter, is obtained from 

\temp\filter.tmp by setting an entry of \temp\pof001.tmp equal to zero if the corresponding 

entry of \temp\fbm001.tmp is FALSE and by setting an entry of \temp\pof001.tmp equal 

to the phase of the corresponding entry of \temp\filter.tmp otherwise. 

5.5. Step #5, the second use of the dc5 codes. Copy \temp\pof001.tmp to 

\temp\pof.tmp and copy \temp\fbm001.tmp to fbm.dat. In this step the dc5 codes make use 

of the files \temp\target.dat, \temp\tarwt.dat, \temp\cpbmkey.dat, and \temp\fbm.dat. 

Also, in this step the dc5 codes make full use of the false target information. The dc5 codes 

start with \temp\pof.tmp and then iteratively generate improved versions of \temp\pof.tmp. 

The input file \temp\fbm.dat controls the choice of which pixels in \temp\pof.tmp are set 

equal to zero. These zero pixels are not altered during this optimization. All other (nonzero) 

pixels are complex numbers of modulus one (i.e., phases). The optimization proceeds by 

varying these phases in an intelligent manner to drive the signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR) for 

the filter to as high a level as possible. 

5.6. Step #6, the dc5z codes.   The dc5z codes are assumed to lie in the \dc5z\ 

subdirectory. The dc5z codes use \temp\pof.tmp, \temp\target.dat, \temp\tarwt.dat, 

\temp\cpbmkey.dat, and \temp\fbm.dat. The dc5z codes optimally discretize \temp\pof.tmp 

into a filter whose entries are zero and a finite number of equally spaced phase states. The 

number of equally spaced phase states is user selectable. The output of the dc5z codes can 

be found in the file \temp\pod.tmp. 
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APPENDIX C 

DF.DOC 

1.0. Introduction and Purpose. The purpose of this document is to give a very general 

overview of the df (data file) programs created by Robert R. Kallman. These codes create a 

variety of data files needed as inputs to the dc5, the dc8, and the dc5z spatial filter design 

codes. The user should first read the file overview.doc for a view of where the df programs 

fit into the general scheme of filter design. Some of the notation used in overview.doc is also 

used here. 

2.0. Contents of df.zip. The df tools are usually supplied to the user in the binary file 

df.zip. This binary file is created by the data compression utility pkzip, version 2.04g. The 

following is a list of the files which will be created by applying the pkunzip utility to df.zip: 

fbm.bas 

cleanup.bat 

df.bat 

godf.bat 

df.dat 

df.doc 

overview.doc 

fbm.fun 

compO.inc 

df.inc 

dfprot.inc 

df.lib 

df.lnk 

dfroot.occ 

dfworker.occ 

df.pgm 

IÜWARNINGÜ! The user is advised to leave all of these files unaltered with the exceptions 
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of comp0.dat and df.inc. Completely unpredictable, untoward, and erroneous results will be 

a consequence of not heeding this caveat. 

3.0. Overview of the df Programs. The df programs are assumed to lie in the 

\df\ subdirectory. Unless stated otherwise all of the files listed in subsection 2.0 must lie 

in this subdirectory. The df codes are used to create three data files -\temp\target.dat, 

\temp\cpbmkey.dat, and \temp\tarwt.dat. These data files are needed as inputs to the dc5, 

the dc8, and the dc5z spatial filter design codes. More importantly the df codes generate 

a crude initial guess for a good spatial filter (usually and more specifically, a zero and 

continuous phase filter) which is written to the file \temp\pofa.tmp. The user created input 

file \temp\fbm.dat controls the choice of which pixels in pofa.tmp are set equal to zero. 

4.0. Hardware Requirements. The df programs must be used with a parallel comput- 

ing system consisting of INMOS compatible transputer modules linked together in a linear 

pipeline. Transputers with a floating point processor are needed since the df codes use cer- 

tain instruction which are available on such transputers. Hence, the transputers should be a 

T800, T801, T805, or T9000 transputers. It is assumed that there are 8 megabytes of mem- 

ory on the transputers. If not, minor changes must be made to the otherwise untouchable 

file df.pgm. For example, suppose the user has 4 megabytes of memory on the transputers 

of his system. Using any text editor change the line 

SET processor (type, memsize :="T800", (8 TIMES M)) 

to 

SET processor (type, memsize :="T800", (4 TIMES M)). 

If the user's system has a mix of transputer modules with varying amounts of memory, 

then altering df.pgm is only slightly more complicated. The user should read the appropriate 

sections of the D7305A occam 2 toolset documentation for a detailed discussion of the syntax 

used in the hardware description contained in df.pgm. 

The user should check the df.map file generated during compilation to make sure that 

there is sufficient memory on each of his modules to accommodate his computational re- 

quirements. 
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5.0. Software Requirements. This software tool must be used with the INMOS 

D7305A or compatible occam 2 toolset. This is necessary for trouble free compiling, linking, 

collecting, configuring, and running of the software tool. 

6.0. Editing compO.inc. The df programs use three include files, compO.inc, df.inc, 

and dfpiot.inc, all of which are listed in subsection 2.0. Two of these include files, df.inc 

and dfprot.inc, must not be altered under any circumstances. The include file compO.inc 

contains constants which must be known before compilation. For example, the language 

occam 2 needs to know all array sizes during compilation. This file must be in the \df\ 

subdirectory and its name must not be altered. 

6.1. VAL INT number.of.processors. The 32 bit integer number.of.processors must 

be a positive integer less than or equal to the number of transputer modules in the user's 

linear pipeline. 

6.2. VAL INT input.m. The 32 bit integer input.m is the number of rows in the byte 

input images. The current version of the spatial filter design codes require that input.m be 

a power of 2 and that input.m be equal to int.   ...n. 

6.3. VAL INT input.n. The 32 bit integer input.n is the number of columns in the 

byte input images. The current version of the spatial filter design codes require that input.n 

be a power of 2 and that input.n be equal to input.m. / 

6.4. VAL INT ft.m. The 32 bit integer ft.m is the number of rows in the complex array 

on which two-dimensional full complex fast Fourier transforms are performed. The current 

version of the df programs require that ft.m be a power of 2 and that ft.m be the same as 

ft.n. Also, the current version of the spatial filter design codes restrict the value of ft.m to 

be either input.m or 2 xinput.m. 

6.5. VAL INT ft.n. The 32 bit integer ft.n is the number of columns in the complex 

array on which two-dimensional full complex fast Fourier transforms are performed. The 

current version of the df programs require that ft.n be a power of 2 and that ft.n be the same 
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as ft.m. Also, the current version of the spatial filter design codes restrict the value of ft.n 

to be either input.n or 2xinput.n. 

6.6. VAL INT filter.m. The 32 bit integer filter.m is the number of rows in the complex 

array representing the spatial filter. The current version of the spatial filter design codes 

require that filter.m be a power of 2, that filter.m be equal to filter.n, and that filter.m be 

equal to input.m. 

6.7. VAL INT filter.n. The 32 bit integer filter.n is the number of columns in the 

complex array representing the spatial filter. The current version of the spatial filter design 

codes require that filter.n be a power of 2, that filter.n be equal to filter.m, and that filter.n 

be equal to input.n. 

6.8. VAL INT maximum.number.of.image.labels. This 32 bit integer must be 

greater than or equal to 1. One of the modes to enter imagery to the df programs permits one 

to choose selected entries from files of concatenated byte images (no headers allowed). These 

labels will be read into an array of integers. The integer maximum.number.of.image.labels 

then has a self evident meaning. It is necessary to specify this integer at compilation time 

since the D7305A toolset needs to know array sizes at compilation time. This number should 

not be overly large otherwise memory is wasted. 

6.9. VAL INT maximum.number.of.input.filenames. This 32 bit integer must be 

greater than or equal to 1. The byte images used as inputs to the df codes can be spread over 

an arbitrarily large number of files. The integer maximum.number.of.input.filenames then 

has a self evident meaning. It is necessary to specify this integer at compilation time since 

the D7305A toolset needs to know array sizes at compilation time. This number should not 

be overly large otherwise memory is wasted. 

6.10. VAL PBYTE rddfdat.filename. The linear byte array rddfdat.filename is the 

name which is internal to the program for what we here call df.dat (discussed in 8.0). The 

df program needs to know where to find df.dat at compilation time but not its contents. If 

the file df.dat is located in the \df\ subdirectory, then no pathname is needed. If the df.dat 
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file is located elsewhere, the complete pathname must be included in rddfdat.filename. 

7.0. Creating the Bootable File df.btl. One creates the bootable file df.btl by 

invoking the batch file df.bat, i.e., by typing "df". In order for this command to succeed, 

the include files compO.inc, df.inc, and dfprot.inc, the library file df.lib, the linker indirect 

file df.lnk, the occam 2 text files dfroot.occ and dfworker.occ, and the text file df.pgm must 

be in the \df\ subdirectory. A number of ancillary files are created by invoking df.bat. Do 

not be alarmed or confused. Only the final product, df.btl, is actually used. 

8.0. Editing df.dat. The data file df.dat contains constants which are used in the df 

program but which need not be specified at compile time. However, the location of the 

df.dat file itself must be known at compile time and is specified by rddfdat.filename located 

in compO.inc. The format of df.dat must be preserved. The user should make a backup copy 

before altering it. There is a large number of parameters which can be altered. Most of the 

time only a few nee ' be changed. These large number of parameters give the user a great 

deal of flexibility in cuoice of correlator input methods and types of filters used in the initial 

guess. 

8.1. W [80]BYTE input.filename. List here the names (including complete paths) 

of the data files which contain the target images. There must be at least one data file 

listed here. Each data file must be on its own line. There must be no blank lines. The 

number of characf s in the name of each data file cannot exceed 80. The lengths of the 

names of the data files need not be the same. The upper bound on the number of data 

files is max.number.of.input.filenames, which is set in compO.inc. This upper bound can 

be changed in compO.inc, but then the program must be recompiled. Other than memory 

constraints, there is no further worry about the number of filenames involved. The df codes 

will automatically determine the number of target data files provided the correct format of 

df.dat is preserved. 

8.2. (JBOOL true.or.false target. List here booleans (TRUE or FALSE) corresponding 

to each target data file listed in 8.1, TRUE being listed if the corresponding target data file 
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consists of true targets and FALSE being listed if the corresponding target data file consists 

of false targets. There must be only one boolean per line, no lines can be skipped, and 

the number of booleans must be exactly the same as the number number.of.input.filenames 

discussed in 8.1. 

8.3. []BOOL sequential.input.mode. There are two modes in which the data is read 

from an individual target data file. The sequential input mode is one of these. In this mode 

a target data file is opened for reading, a certain target is selected, read in, and processed, 

and then a certain number (perhaps 0) of other targets are read in sequentially, proceeding 

from one image to the next with a uniform stride of images. List here booleans (TRUE 

or FALSE) corresponding to each target data file listed in 8.1, TRUE being listed if the 

corresponding target data file is read in this sequential input mode and FALSE being listed 

otherwise. There must be only one boolean per line, no lines can be skipped, and the number 

of booleans must be exactly the same as the number number.of.input.filenames discussed in 

8.1. 

8.4. []INT label.of.first.image.in.file. 

List here 32 bit integers corresponding to each target data file listed in 8.1, the integer 

being the label of the very first image in the file. There must be only one integer per line, no 

lines can be skipped, and the number of integers must be exactly the same as the number 

number.of.input.filenames discussed in 8.1. 

8.5. []INT label.of.first.image.used.in.file. 

List here 32 bit integers corresponding to each target data file listed in 8.1, the integer 

being the label of the first image read in the file if the file is to be read in the sequential 

input mode, 0 (or any other 32 bit integer) otherwise. There must be only one integer per 

line, no lines can be skipped, and the number of integers must be exactly the same as the 

number number.of.input.filenames discussed in 8.1. 

8.6. []INT image.number. List here 32 bit integers corresponding to each target data 

file listed in 8.1, the integer being the number of images read in the file if the file is to be 
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read in the sequential input mode, 0 (or any other 32 bit integer) otherwise. There must 

be only one integer per line, no lines can be skipped, and the number of integers must be 

exactly the same as the number number.of.input.filenames discussed in 8.1. 

8.7. PINT image.stride. List here 32 bit integers corresponding to each target data 

file listed in 8.1, the integer being the stride through the file if the file is to be read in the 

sequential input mode, 0 (or any other 32 bit integer) otherwise. If every target is to be read 

in after the initial target is read, then the corresponding line here should be 1. If every third 

target is to be read in after the initial target is read in, the corresponding line here should 

be 3. Etc. There must be only one integer per line, no lines can be skipped, and the number 

of integers must be exactly the same as the number number.of.input.filenames discussed in 

8.1. 

8.8. []BOOL individual, lab el. input, mo de. There are two modes in which the data 

is read from an individual target data file. This is the second mode (cf. the sequen- 

tial.input.mode in 8.3), so individual.label.input.mode :=NOT sequential.input.mode. In 

this mode a target data file is opened for reading, a file of image labels is read (cf. im- 

age.label.filename in 8.9), and then the images corresponding to the labels are successively 

read in and processed. List here booleans (TRUE or FALSE) corresponding to each target 

data file listed in 8.1, FALSE being listed if the corresponding target data file is read in the 

individual label input mode. 

There must be only one boolean per line, no lines can be skipped, and the number of 

booleans must be exactly the same as the number number.of.input.filenames discussed in 

8.1. 

8.9. 0(8O]BYTE image.label.filename. List here the names (including complete 

paths) of the image label filenames corresponding to each target data file. Each file must 

be on its own line. There must be no blank lines. The number of characters in the name of 

each data file cannot exceed 80. The lengths of the names of the data files need not be the 

same. There must be a nontrivial name if the corresponding target data file is to be read 

in the individual label input mode. If the corresponding target data file is to be read in the 
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sequential input mode, write " " for the image label filename. There must be only file name 

per line, no lines can be skipped, and the number of file names must be exactly the same as 

the number number.of.input.filenames discussed in 8.1. 

8.10. []INT background.intensity. List here 32 bit integers corresponding to each 

target data file listed in 8.1, the integer representing the intensity of the background in which 

the target is to be placed. Since the df codes deal with byte images, each byte representing 

an intensity, the integers here should be between 0 and 255. There must be only one integer 

per line, no lines can be skipped, and the number of integers must be exactly the same as 

the number number.of.input.filenames discussed in 8.1. 

8.11. INT false.target.number. This 32 bit integer is the total number of false targets 

under consideration. 

8.12. INT true.target.number. This 32 bit integer is the total number of true targets 

under consideration. 

8.13. INT target, numb er. This 32 bit integer is the total number of targets under con- 

sideration. Except in the rarest of experimental situations target.number =false.target.number 

+true.target.number. 

8.14. [80]BYTE target.output.filename. This binary file is needed by the dc5, dc8, 

and dc5z spatial filter design codes and usually should be named c:\temp\target.dat, for 

example. The df codes process the raw input imagery in a variety of ways viewed as a 

two-dimensional complex array, as would be done before the imagery is inserted into a cor- 

relator, and then the two-dimensional complex FFT is taken. The results are stored in 

a contiguous manner in the file c:\temp\target.dat. Precomputing these two-dimensional 

FFT's saves the design codes an enormous amount of time, far more than is wasted in 

reading c:\temp\target.dat into the transputer network. The number of characters in tar- 

get.output.filename cannot exceed 80. 

8.15. BOOL amplitude.input.mode. The df codes are designed to handle byte im- 
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agery, where the bytes represent intensity levels in some scaling. This boolean is set to be 

TRUE if the optical system for which the spatial filters are to be designed takes the Fourier 

transform of square roots of these initial intensities. A glance at Goodman's book on Fourier 

optics shows that this is a a very common occurrence. This boolean is set to be FALSE if 

the optical system for which the spatial filters are to be designed takes the Fourier trans- 

form of the original intensity image. This apparently occurs in the Image Synthesis System 

optical-digital correlator being designed by Essex Corporation. 

8.16. BOOL intensity.input.mode. This boolean is equal to NOT amplitude.input.mode. 

The boolean amplitude.input.mode is discussed in 8.15. 

8.17. BOOL standard.input.mode. This boolean should be set to TRUE if the input 

imagery is not phase-encoded. It should be set to be FALSE if the input imagery is phase- 

encoded. 

8.1: BOOL phase, encoded, input, mo de. This boolean is equal to NOT stan- 

dard.input.mode. The boolean standard input mode is discussed in 8.17. 

8.19. BOOL bool.zero.mean.target.array. This boolean is set to be TRUE if the 

compk average of the complex target array is to be subtracted from every entry of the 

complex target array. It should be set FALSE otherwise. 

8.20. BOOL bool.shift.mode. This boolean was used for experimental purposes. It is 

recommended that it always be FALSE. 

8.21. INT filter.scaling. This 32 bit integer, which must be specified, can assume only 

the values 1 or 2. If ft.m=filter.m, then filter .scaling must be 1. If ft.m>filter.m, then filter 

scaling can be either 1 (a half-nyquist filter) or 2 (the full nyquist filter). If filter.scaling is 

2, then the spatial filter generated by the df codes will be blown up by a factor of 2, so that 

each cell of the filter.mxfilter.n spatial filter will correspond to a 2x2 cell in the ft.mxft.n 

array. 
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8.22. [80]BYTE filter.output.filename. This is the name of the file to which the 

initial guess for a good spatial filter generated by the df codes is written, for example, 

c:\temp\fil.tmp. We will use this particular name in discussing later options. The number 

of characters in filter.output.filename cannot exceed 80. 

8.23. BOOL bool.normalize.filter. If this boolean is TRUE, then each entry of fil.tmp 

is multiplied by a positive scalar so that the maximum amplitude of the resulting fil.tmp is 

1.0. No operations are performed if this boolean is FALSE. 

8.24. BOOL bool.phase.average.mode. This boolean controls a bifurcation in the 

choice of how fil.tmp is created. This choice seems to have very little effect on the performance 

of the final product created by the dc5, dc8, and dc5z spatial filter design codes. Set this 

boolean to be TRUE as a default. 

8.25. BOOL bool.pof.filter. This boolean should be TRUE if the initial guess gener- 

ated by the df codes is to be a zero and continuous phase spatial filter. It should be FALSE 

otherwise. It is recommended that it be TRUE in almost every case. 

8.26. BOOL bool.scale.filter. This boolean is used almost exclusively for experimental 

purposes. It allows the user to multiply each entry of fil.tmp by the scaling.filter.fraction, 

which is discussed next. It should almost always be set to be FALSE. 

8.27. REAL32 scale.filter.fraction. Cf. the discussion of bool.scale.filter. The pa- 

rameter must always be set to be an IEEE 32 bit floating point number. It should usually 

be set to be 1.0. It has no effect if bool.scale.filter is FALSE. 

8.28. BOOL bool.symmetrize.filter. This boolean should be set to be TRUE only if 

bool.shift.mode is TRUE. It is therefore recommended that this boolean always be FALSE. 

8.29. [80]BYTE filter.bool.mask.filename. This is a user defined binary file needed 

by the dc5 (first pass) and dc8 spatial filter design codes and on occasion by the dc5 design 

codes (second pass).  It usually should be named c:\temp\fbm.dat, for example.  The file 
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fbm.dat is a filter.mx filter.n sized array of b( :.eans (TRUE or FALSE) whose entries cor- 

respond in a one-to-one manner to each entry of the full complex spatial filter generated by 

the df codes. For convenience call this spatial filter fil.tmp. If the (i,j)-th entry of fbm.dat is 

TRUE, then the fbm.dat file has no influence over the corresponding (i,j)-th entry in fil.tmp. 

If the (i,j)-th entry of fbm.dat is FALSE, then the corresponding (ij)-th entry in fil.tmp is 

forced to be 0.0. It is very important to note that both fil.tmp and fbm.dat are arranged 

for two-dimensional FFT convenience. This means that fil.tmp is cyclicly biased in such a 

manner that the lowest spatial frequency contained in fil.tmp is located in the (0,0)-th entry. 

Two default fbm.dat files for 128x128 spatial filters are included for the user's convenience. 

These are the files fbm.fun and fbm.bas. Every entry of fbm.fun is TRUE. Every entry of 

fbm.bas is TRUE with the exception of the (0,0)-th entry which is FALSE. The number of 

characters in filter.bool.mask.filename cannot exceed 80. 

8.30. [80]BYTE cpbmkey.output.filename. This text file is needed by the dc5, dc8, 

and dc5z spatial filter design codes and usually should be named c:\temp\cpbmkey.dat, for 

example. The df program generates a default version of this file. The user currently should 

always use this default file. In the future more sophisticated user defined versions of this file 

might be of use. The number of characters in cpbmkey.filename cannot exceed 80. 

8.31. [80]BYTE tarwt.output.filename. This text file is needed by the dc5, dc8, and 

dc5z spatial filter design codes and usually should be named c:\temp\tarwt.dat, for example. 

The df program generates a default version of this file. The user currently should always use 

this default file. In the future more sophisticated user defined versions of this file might be 

of use. The number of characters in tarwt.filename cannot exceed 80. 

9.0. Running the Program. If all is suitably prepared, run the df.btl program by 

invoking the simple batch file godf.bat, i.e., type "godf". 

10.0. Terminating the Program. The program will terminate on its own, either 

successfully or in an erroneous state, in which case an error message will probably appear on 

the PC screen. The most common cause of an error message is the nonexistence of a file the 
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program was seeking to use. The user can terminate the program by typing "control/break" 

and then typing "x". 

11.0. Cleaning up the \df\ subdirectory. The \df\ subdirectory may be cleansed of 

the new files created by invoking the batch file cleanup.bat, i.e., by typing "cleanup". This 

is useful for housekeeping purposes. Be aware that df.btl is deleted in this process. 
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APPENDIX D 

DC5.D0C 

1.0. Introduction and Purpose. The purpose of this document is to give a very 

general overview of the dc5 (design code number 5) programs created by Robert R. Kallman. 

The dc5 codes start with the initial guess for a zero and continuous phase-only filter, say 

\temp\pof.tmp, and iteratively generate improved versions of \temp\pof.tmp. The user 

should first read the file overview.doc for a view of where the dc5 programs fit into the 

general scheme of spatial filter design. The user should also be familiar with the contents of 

df.doc. Some of the notation used in overview.doc and df.doc is also used here. 

2.0. Contents of dc5.zip. The dc5 tools are usually supplied to the user in the binary 

file dc5.zip. This binary file is created by the data compression utility pkzip, version 2.04g. 

The following is a list of the files which will be created by applying the pkunzip utility to 

dc5.zip: 

cleanup.bat 

dc5.bat 

godc5.bat 

cpbml.dat 

dc5.dat 

misc0.dat 

miscl.dat 

misc2.dat 

misc3.dat 

misc4.dat 

misc5.dat 

misc6.dat 

misc7.dat 

miscend.dat 

dc5.doc 
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overview.doc 

compO.inc 

dcö.inc 

dcöprot.inc 

dcö.lib 

filename.lis 

dcö.lnk 

bossö.occ 

workerö.occ 

dcö.pgm 

ÜIWARNINGÜ! The user is advised to leave all of these files unaltered with the exceptions 

of comp0.dat and dc5.dat. Completely unpredictable, untoward, and erroneous results will 

be a consequence of not heeding this caveat. 

3.0. Overview of the dc5 Programs. The dc5 programs are assumed to lie in the \dc5\ 

subdirectory. Unless stated otherwise all of the files listed in subsection 2.0 must lie in this 

subdirectory. The dc5 codes make use of the files \temp\target.dat, \temp\tarwt.dat, and 

\temp\cpbmkey.dat generated by the df codes. The dc5 codes start with an initial guess for a 

zero and continuous phase filter, say \temp\pof.tmp, and then iteratively generate improved 

versions of \temp\pof.tmp. The \temp\pof.tmp is created either by the df codes (for the 

first use of the dc5 codes in a full blown design process) or by the fanal program (the second 

use of the dc5 codes in a full blown design process). The input file \temp\fbm.datcontrols 

the choice of which pixels in \temp\pof.tmp are set equal to zero. The \temp\fbm.dat file 

is created either by the user (for the first use of the dc5 codes in a full blown design process) 

or by the fanal program (in the second use of the dc5 codes in a full blown design process). 

The \temp\fbm.dat file is discussed in more detail below. The zero pixels are not altered 

during the optimization. All other (nonzero) pixels are complex numbers of modulus one 

(i.e., phases). The optimization proceeds by varying these phases in an intelligent manner 

to drive the signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR) for the filter to as high a level as possible. Other 

ancillary files needed by the dc5 programs are discussed below. 
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4.0. Hardware Requirements. The dc5 programs must be used with a parallel com- 

puting system consisting of INMOS compatible transputer modules linked together in a linear 

pipeline. Transputers with a floating point processor are needed since the dc5 codes use cer- 

tain instruction which are available on such transputers. Hence, the transputers should be a 

T800, T801, T805, or T9000 transputers. It is assumed that there are 8 megabytes of mem- 

ory on the transputers. If not, minor changes must be made to the otherwise untouchable 

file dcö.pgm. For example, suppose the user has 4 megabytes of memory on the transputers 

of his system. Using any text editor change the line 

SET processor (type, memsize :="T800", (8 TIMES M)) 

to 

SET processor (type, memsize :="T800", (4 TIMES M)). 

If the user's system has a mix of transputer modules with varying amounts of memory, 

then altering dcö.pgm is only slightly more complicated. The user should read the appropri- 

ate sections of the D7305A occam 2 toolset documentation for a detailed discussion of the 

syntax used in the hardware description contained in dcö.pgm. 

The user should check the dcö.map file generated during compilation to make sure that 

there is sufficient memory on each of his modules to accommodate his computational re- 

quirements. 

ö.O. Software Requirements. This software tool must be used with the INMOS 

D730ÖA or compatible occam 2 toolset. This is necessary for trouble free compiling, linking, 

collecting, configuring, and running of the software tool. 

6.0. Editing compO.inc. The dcö programs use three include files, compO.inc, dcö.inc, 

and dcöprot.inc, all of which are listed in subsection 2.0. Two of these include files, dcö.inc 

and dcöprot.inc, must not be altered under any circumstances. The include file compO.inc 

contains constants which must be known before compilation. For example, the language 

occam 2 needs to know all array sizes during compilation. This file must be in the \dcö\ 

subdirectory and its name must not be altered. 

6.1. VAL INT bigm.  The 32 bit integer bigm is the number of rows in the complex 
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array on which two-dimensional full complex fast Fourier transforms are performed. The 

current version of the dc5 programs require that bigm be a power of 2 and that bigm be the 

same as bign. Also, the current version of the spatial filter design codes restrict the value of 

bigm to be either m or 2m. The integer bigm must coincide with the integer ft.m used in 

the df codes. The notation may be unified in some future version of these tools. 

6.2. VAL INT bign. The 32 bit integer bign is the number of rows in the complex array 

on which two-dimensional full complex fast Fourier transforms are performed. The current 

version of the dc5 programs require that bign be a power of 2 and that bign be the same as 

bigm. Also, the current version of the spatial filter design codes restrict the value of bign to 

be either n or 2n. The integer bign must coincide with the integer ft.n used in the df codes. 

The notation may be unified in some future version of these tools. 

6.3. VAL INT cpbm.number. This constant has been largely used for experimental 

purposes. It should always be set to be 1. 

6.4. VAL INT false.target.number. This 32 bit integer is the total number of false 

targets in the training set. As noted in overview.doc it should be set to 0 during the first 

use of the dc5 codes in a full blown spatial filter design. 

6.5. VAL INT m. The 32 bit integer m is the number of rows in the complex array 

representing the spatial filter. The current version of the spatial filter design codes require 

that m be a power of 2 and that m be equal to n. The integer m must coincide with the 

integer filter.m used in the df codes. The notation may be unified in some future version of 

the tools. 

6.6. VAL INT max.number.of.program.passes. 

This 32 bit integer should be kept at 9. It provides an upper bound on the integer 

appearing on the second line of filename.lis, discussed in 9.0. 

6.7. VAL INT max.vector.number. This positive 32 bit integer gives an upper bound 

on the total number of pixels representing intensities in the correlation plane of false targets 
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which the dc5 codes are attempting to suppress. This integer should be set to be 200 and 

probably no higher. Memory considerations may nc itate a smaller choice. However, if 

false.target.number = 0 and the boolean parameter average.numerator.mode (discussed in 

10.1) is FALSE, then max.vector.number must be at least true.target.number. 

6.8. VAL INT n. The 32 bit integer n is the number of columns in the complex array 

representing the spatial filter. The current version of the spatial filter design codes require 

that n be a power of 2 and that n be equal to m. The integer n must coincide with the 

integer filter.n used in the df codes. The notation may be unified in some future version of 

the tools. 

6.9. VAL INT number.of.processors. This 32 bit integer represents the number of 

processors in the user's pipeline of transputer modules used by the dc5 codes. It must be 

greater than or equal to 2. 

6.10. VAL []BYTE rddc5dat.filename. The linear byte array rddcödat.filename 

is the name which is internal to the program for what we here call dc5.dat (discussed in 

8.0). The dc5 program needs to know where to find dc5.dat at compilation time but not 

its contents. If the file dc5.dat is located in the \dc5\ subdirectory, then no pathname is 

needed. If the dc5.dat file is located elsewhere, the complete pathname must be included in 

rddcödat .filename. 

6.11. VAL INT true.target.number. This 32 bit integer is the total number of true 

targets in the training set. It must be at least 1. 

6.12. VAL INT target.number. This 32 bit integer must always be set to equal 

(false.target.number +true.target.number). 

7.0. Creating the Bootable File dc5.btl. One creates the bootable file dcö.btl by 

invoking the batch file dc5.bat, i.e., by typing "dc5". In order for this command to succeed 

the include files compO.inc, dcö.inc, and dcöprot.inc, the library file dcö.lib, the linker indirect 

file dcö.lnk, the occam 2 text files bossö.occ and workerö.occ, and the text file dcö.pgm must 
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be in the \dc5\ subdirectory. A number of ancillary files are created by invoking dc5.bat. 

Do not be alarmed or confused. Only the final product, dcö.btl, is actually used. 

8.0. Editing dc5.dat. The data file dc5.dat contains constants which are used in the 

dc5 program but which need not be specified at compile time. However, the location of 

the dc5.dat file itself must be known at compile time and is specified by rddcödat.filename 

located in compO.inc. The format of dc5.dat must be preserved. The user should make a 

backup copy before altering it. There is a large number of parameters which can be altered. 

Most of the time only a few need be changed. This large number of parameters gives the 

user a great deal of flexibility in placing input files into subdirectories and in controlling the 

length of time of the optimization. 

8.1. [80]BYTE correlation.plane.bool.mask.filename. This linear byte array is the 

name for a bigm x bign file of booleans which the dc5 codes read into the two-dimensional 

array correlation.plane.bool.mask. The number of bytes, including the full pathname if 

necessary, must be no more than 80 characters. The dc5 codes permit a great deal of 

flexibility in suppressing signals in the correlation planes of the false targets in the training 

set. The (ij)-th entry of correlation.plane.bool.mask has an entry which is TRUE if the 

corresponding entry in the correlation planes of the false targets are to be suppressed and 

which is FALSE otherwise. Note that if the (i,j)-th entry of correlation.plane.bool.mask 

is FALSE, then the corresponding entries in the correlation planes of the false targets are 

ignored in the computation of the SCR of the spatial filter. The correlation.plane.bool.mask 

is user denned. The user should set every entry of correlation.plane.bool.mask to be TRUE 

except in the most extraordinary instances. The array cpbml.dat is supplied with the dc5 

codes for the user's convenience. It contains a 256x256 array of booleans, each of which 

is TRUE. Note that correlation.plane.bool.mask is cyclicly biased so that its (0,0)-th entry 

corresponds to the lowest spatial frequency in the correlation plane. 

8.2. [80]BYTE cpbm.key.filename. This text file, needed by the dc5 spatial filter 

design codes, usually should be named c:\temp\cpbmkey.dat, for example. The df program 

generates a default version of this file.   The user currently should always use this default 
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file. In the future more sophisticated user defined versions of this file might be of use. The 

number of characters in cpbm.key.filename cannot exceed 80. 

8.3. [80]BYTE filename.list.filename. This linear array of bytes should be named 

filename.lis and kept in the \dc5\ subdirectory. The file filename.lis is supplied with this 

tool. It is discussed in some detail in the next subsection. 

8.4. [80]BYTE filter.bool.mask.filename. This binary file is needed by the dc5 

design codes. It usually should be named c:\temp\fbm.dat, for example. It is user defined 

during the first pass of the dc5 codes and is created by the fanal program for use during the 

second pass of the dc5 codes. The file fbm.dat is an mxn sized array of booleans (TRUE or 

FALSE) whose entries correspond in a one-to-one manner to each entry of the full complex 

spatial filter. For convenience call this spatial filter pof.t; . If the (i,j)-th entry of fbm.dat 

is TRUE, then the fbm.dat file has no influence over the corresponding (ij)-th entry in 

pof.tmp. If the (ij)-th entry of fbm.dat is FALSE, then the corresponding (i.j)-th entry in 

pof.tmp is forced to be 0.0. It is very important to note that both pof.tmp and fbm.dat are 

arranged for two-dimensional FFT convenience. This means that pof.tmp is cyclicly biased 

in such a manner that the lowest spatial frequency contained in pof.tmp is located in the 

(0,0)-th entry. This file is discussed in more detail in df.doc. The number of characters in 

filter.bool.mask.filename, including its full pathname if necessary, cannot exceed 80. 

8.5. [80]BYTE pof.filename. This linear byte array is the name of the file in which 

the filter.mxfilter.n complex array containing the zero and continuous spatial filter is stored. 

The dc5 codes start with the initial guess for a zero and continuous phase-only filter, say 

\temp\pof.tmp, and iteratively generate improved versions of \temp\pof.tmp. The dc5 

codes periodically write out updated versions of the spatial filter to \temp\pof.tmp. The 

number of characters in pof.filename, including its full pathname if necessary, cannot exceed 

80. 

8.6. [80]BYTE scra.filename. This is the name of a text filename written out to 

disk whenever pof.tmp is saved to the disk. It contains a wide variety of statistics on the 
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performance of the current version of pof.tmp. It should be named c:\temp\scra.tmp, for 

example. The number of characters in scra.filename, including its full pathname if necessary, 

cannot exceed 80. 

8.7. [80]BYTE target .filename. This (often large) binary file, needed by the dc5 

spatial filter design codes, usually should be named c:\temp\target.dat, for example. The df 

program generates this file. The number of characters in tar get. filename cannot exceed 80. 

8.8. [80]BYTE target.weight.filename. This text file, needed by the dc5 spatial filter 

design codes, usually should be named c:\temp\tarwt.dat, for example. The df program 

generates a default version of this file. The user currently should always use this default 

file. In the future more sophisticated user defined versions of this file might be of use. The 

number of characters in tarwt.filename cannot exceed 80. 

8.9. REAL32 background. List here the 32 bit floating point number representing the 

intensity of the background in which the targets are embedded. This number is first defined 

in df.dat. Since the df codes deal with byte images, each byte representing an intensity, the 

real number here should be between 0.0 and 255.0. Note that there is less flexibility here 

than in the df codes, which can handle different backgrounds for each new target set. Since 

this floating point number is only used in the documentation file \temp\scra.tmp and not 

in any computation, future versions of the dc5 codes may omit this parameter completely. 

8.10. INT image.stride. List here the 32 bit integer which is the stride through the 

target input files first defined in df.dat. Note that there is less flexibility here than in the df 

codes, which can handle a different stride for each new target set. Since this integer is only 

used in the documentation file \temp\scra.tmp and not in any computation, future versions 

of the dc5 codes may omit this parameter completely. 

8.11. INT label.of.first.false.target.used.  This 32 bit integer is first defined in the 

df.dat. If there is no false target set or if there is more than one false target set or if there 

is a single false target set read in the image label input mode, set this 32 bit integer to 0. 

If there is a single false target set read in the sequential input mode, then set this 32 bit 
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integer to be the label of the very first image used in the false target file. Note that there 

is less flexibility here than in the df codes, which can handle different labels for each new 

target set. Since this integer is only used in the documentation file \temp\scra.tmp and not 

in any computation, future versions of the dc5 codes may omit this parameter completely. 

8.12. INT label.of.first.true.target.used. This 32 bit integer is first defined and used 

in df.dat. If there is more than one true target set or if there is a single true target set but it 

is not read in the sequential input mode, set this 32 bit integer to 0. If there is a single true 

target set read in the sequential input mode, then set this 32 bit integer to be the label of 

the very first image used in the true target file. Note that there is less flexibility here than 

in the df codes, which can handle different labels for each new target set. Since this integer 

is only used in the documentation file \temp\scra.tmp and not in any computation, future 

versions of the dc5 codes may omit this parameter completely. 

8.13. [80]BYTE original.false.target.filename. This linear byte array contains a 

list of the false target filenames, first defined in df.dat. They must be written on a single 

line no more than 80 characters long. For clarity the different names perhaps should be 

separated by commas or semicolons. Since this byte array is only used in the documentation 

file \temp\scra.tmp and not in any computation, future versions of the dc5 codes may omit 

this parameter completely. 

8.14. [80]BYTE original.true.target.filename. This linear byte array contains a 

list of the true target filenames, first defined in df.dat. They must be written on a single 

line no more than 80 characters long. For clarity the different names perhaps should be 

separated by commas or semicolons. Since this byte array is only used in the documentation 

file \temp\scra.tmp r,- d not in any computation, future versions of the dc5 codes may omit 

this parameter completely. 

8.15. [80]BYTE target.input.method. The choices t »e written here are "standard 

amplitude input method", "standard intensity input method", "intensity phase-encoded in- 

put method", or "amplitude phase-encoded input method".  Which choice to use may be 
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gleaned from the appropriate booleans used in df.dat. Since this byte array is only used in 

the documentation file \temp\scra.tmp and not in any computation, future versions of the 

dc5 codes may omit this parameter completely. 

8.16. BOOL bool.normalize.filter. This boolean is first used in the df codes and 

discussed in df.doc. It is first defined in df.dat and should have the same value here. 

8.17. BOOL bool.shift.mode. This boolean is first used in the df codes and discussed 

in df.doc. It is first defined in df.dat and should have the same value here. 

8.18. BOOL bool.symmetrize.filter. This boolean is first used in the df codes and 

discussed in df.doc. It is first defined in df.dat and should have the same value here. 

8.19. INT32 computation.time.upper.bound in seconds. This 32 bit integer sets 

an upper bound in seconds on the length of the spatial filter design process. Once it is 

surpassed, the program will initiate an orderly shutdown process and will terminate. 

8.20. REAL32 scr.goal. The 32 bit floating point number sets a goal for the SCR of 

the spatial filter during the design process. Once it is surpassed, the program will initiate 

an orderly shutdown process and will terminate. This goal may never be attained, but the 

program will terminate nonetheless in due course. 

8.21. INT total.passes.maximum. This 32 bit integer sets a maximum on the total 

number of iterations, successful and unsuccessful, that the program will go through during 

the iterative optimization process used to design good zero and continuous phase spatial 

filters. Once it is surpassed, the program will initiate an orderly shutdown process and will 

terminate. 

8.22. BOOL bool.initial.save. This boolean usually should be set to be TRUE. If 

TRUE, then the initial \temp\scra.tmp is saved to another file for more permanent storage 

using command.line.O discussed in 2.23. 

8.23. [80]BYTE command.line.O.  Cf.  8.22.  This command line should read "copy 
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c:\temp\scra.tmp c:\temp\poscra5a.tmp", for example. It is used to copy the first version 

of \temp\scra.tmp to another file for more permanent storage. The number of characters in 

this command line cannot exceed 80. 

8.24. [80]BYTE command.line. 1. This command line should read "copy 

c:\temp\scra.tmp c:\temp\poscra5b.tmp", for example. It is used to copy the final version 

of \temp\scra.tmp to another file for more permanent storage. The number of characters in 

this command line cannot exceed 80. 

8.25. [80]BYTE command, line. 2. This command line should read 'copy 

c:\temp\pof.tmp c:\temp\pof5b.tmp", for example. It is used to copy the final version of 

\temp\pof.tmp to another file for more permanent storage.   The number of characters in 

this command line cannot exceed 80. 

9.0. Editing filename.lis. The following is a listing of the contents of the text file 

filename.lis: 

-number.of.program.passes 

9 

misc0.dat 

miscl.dat 

misc2.dat 

misc3.dat 

misc4.dat 

misc5.dat 

misc6.dat 

misc7.dat 

miscend.dat 

. The general format of this file must be preserved. The first line is a comment line. The 

second line tells the dc5 codes the number of the following files it will use. The last nine lines 

are the names of various files (potentially) used sequentially by the program. These files, 

discussed in the next subsection, contain various constants controlling aspects of the iterative 
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process used to optimize the design of zero and continuous phase spatial filters. The dc5 

codes perform an iterative optimization controlled by a certain set of parameters, say those 

contained in misc0.dat. Then miscl.dat is read in and the iterative optimization process 

proceeds under the somewhat tighter control of the new parameters. Etc. At the end the 

dc5 codes make one final pass under the control of the parameters contained in miscend.dat, 

which results in fairly comprehensive statistics on the optimized zero and continuous phase 

spatial filter being written out to a file. The integer on the second line of filename.lis must be 

between 1 and 9. It may be changed using any text editor. If this integer is 1, then the lines 

of filename.lis must be permuted so that the third line of filename.lis is "miscend.dat". If this 

integer is 2, then the lines of filename.lis must be permuted so that the third line is miscl.dat 

and the fourth line is "miscend.dat". One edits filename.lis in similar fashion in the other 

cases. The larger the integer on the second line of this file, the finer the optimization. 

10.0. Editing the misc*.dat Files. The user should be familiar with the discussion in 

subsection 9.0. The format of these files must be carefully preserved. 

10.1. BOOL average.numerator.mode. This boolean, which of course assumes the 

values TRUE or FALSE, has an effect only if there are no false targets. In that instance 

there are two choices on how to proceed with the optimization. In general both should be 

tried, as there seems to be no general pattern as to which choice of TRUE or FALSE leads 

to better results. There seems to be some weak evidence that FALSE is the better choice 

when using binary imagery as inputs. 

10.2. INT choice.of.initial.z.vector. This 32 bit integer should be set to 2. 

10.3. REAL32 clock.multiplier. This 32 bit floating point number should be set to 

64.0. 

10.4. REAL32 divisorl. This 32 bit floating point number should be set to 1.0. 

10.5. REAL32 divisor.multiplier. This 32 bit floating point number should be set to 

1.6189034. 
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10.6. REAL32 false.target.threshold.   These 32 bit floating point number should 

remain unaltered in the various misc*.dat files. 

10.7. REAL32 false.target.thresholded.number.fraction.   These 32 bit floating 

point numbers should remain unaltered in the various misc*.dat files. 

10.8. INT ftm.complete.recalculation.frequency. This 32 bit integer should remain 

unaltered in the various misc*.dat files. 

10.9. INT iteration.number.   These 32 bit integers should remain unaltered in the 

various misc*.dat files. 

10.10. INT max.passes.since.last.success. These 32 bit integers should remain unal- 

tered in the various misc*.dat files. 

10.11. BOOL normalize.cor. These booleans should remain unaltered in the various 

misc*.dat files. 

10.12. BOOL normalize.vector. These booleans should remain unaltered in the vari- 

ous misc*.dat files. 

10.13. INT screen.write.out.frequency. These 32 bit integers should be positive but 

must be 1 in miscend.dat. 

10.14. INT snra.write.out.frequency.  These 32 bit integers should be positive but 

must be 1 in miscend.dat. 

10.15. REAL32 true.target.threshold.  These 32 bit floating point numbers should 

remain unaltered in the various misc*.dat files. 

10.16. BOOL write.corcomp.timing. This boolean should be set to be TRUE. 

10.17. BOOL write.denominator.timing. This boolean should be set to be TRUE. 
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10.18. BOOL write.numerator.timing. This boolean should be set to be TRUE. 

10.19. BOOL write.vector.array.calculation.timing. This boolean should be set to 

be TRUE. 

10.20. BOOL write.z.timing. This boolean should be set to be TRUE. 

11.0. Running the Program. If all is suitably prepared, run the dcö.btl program by 

invoking the simple batch file godc5.bat, i.e., type "godc5". 

12.0. Terminating the Program. The program will terminate on its own, either 

successfully or in an erroneous state, in which case an error message will probably appear on 

the PC screen. The most common cause of an error message is the nonexistence of a file the 

program was seeking to use. The user can terminate the program by typing "control/break" 

and then typing "x". 

13.0. Cleaning up the \dc5\ subdirectory. The \dc5\ subdirectory may be cleansed 

of the new files created by invoking the batch file cleanup.bat, i.e., by typing "cleanup". This 

is useful for housekeeping purposes. Be aware that dcö.btl is deleted in this process. 
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APPENDIX E 

DC8.D0C 

1.0. Introduction and Purpose. The purpose of this document is to give a very general 

overview of the dc8 (design code number 8) programs created by Robert R. Kallman. The 

dc8 codes start with the output of the first use of the dc5 codes, say \temp\filter.tmp, and 

iteratively generate improved versions of \temp\filter.tmp. The user should first read the file 

overview.doc for a view of where the dc8 programs fit into the general scheme of spatial filter 

design. The user should also be familiar with the contents of df.doc. Some of the notation 

used in overview.doc and in df.doc is also used here. 

2.0. Contents of dc8.zip. The dc8 tools are usually supplied to the user in the binary 

file dc8.zip. This binary file is created by the data compression utility pkzip, version 2.04g. 

The following is a list of the flies which will be created by applying the pkunzip utility to 

dc8.zip: 

cleanup.bat 

dc8.bat 

godc8.bat 

cpbml.dat 

dc8.dat 

misc0.dat 

miscl.dat 

misc2.dat 

misc3.dat 

misc4.dat 

misc5.dat 

misc6.dat 

misc7.dat 

miscend.dat 

dc8.doc 
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overview.doc 

compO.inc 

dc8.inc 

dc8prot.inc 

dc8.1ib 

filename.lis 

dc8.1nk 

bossö.occ 

workerö.occ 

dc8.pgm 

!![WARNING!!! The user is advised to leave all of these files unaltered with the exceptions 

of comp0.dat and dc8.dat. Completely unpredictable, untoward, and erroneous results will 

be a consequence of not heeding this caveat. 

3.0. Overview of the dc8 Programs. The dc8 programs are assumed to lie in the 

\dc8\ subdirectory. Unless stated otherwise all of the files listed in subsection 2.0 must lie in 

this subdirectory. The dc8 codes make use of the files \temp\target.dat, \temp\tarwt.dat, 

and \temp\cpbmkey.dat generated by the df codes. The dc8 codes start with the output 

of the first use of the dc5 codes, say \temp\filter.tmp, and iteratively generate improved 

versions of \temp\filter.tmp. The input file \temp\fbm.dat controls the choice of which 

pixels in \temp\filter.tmp are set equal to zero. The \temp\fbm.dat file is created either 

by the user and is discussed in more detail in df.doc. The \temp\fbm.dat file is discussed 

in more detail below. The zero pixels are not altered during the optimization. All other 

(nonzero) pixels are complex numbers of nonzero modulus less than or equal to one. The 

optimization proceeds by varying the phases and the amplitudes, constrained to be between 

zero and one, in an intelligent manner to drive the SCR for \temp\filter.tmp to as high a level 

as possible. When dc8 is complete, \temp\filter.tmp usually contains a wide distribution of 

amplitudes between zero and one in its entries, even though these amplitudes started with 

a value of either zero or one. Other ancillary files needed by the dc8 programs are discussed 

below. 
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4.0. Hardware Requirements. The dc8 programs must be used with a parallel com- 

puting s tern consisting of INMOS compatible transputer modifies linked t ether in a linear 

pipeline. Transputers with a floating point processor are needed since the dc8 codes use cer- 

tain instruction which are available on such transputers. Hence, the transputers should be a 

T800, T801, T805, or T9000 transputers. It is assumed that there are 8 megabytes of mem- 

ory on the transputers. If not, minor changes must be made to the otherwise untouchable 

file dc8.pgm. For example, suppose the user has 4 megabytes of memory on the transputers 

of his system. Using any text editor change the line 

SET processor (type, memsize :="T800", (8 TIMES M)) 

to 

SET processor (type, memsize :="T800", (4 TIMES M)). 

If the user's system has a mix of transputer modules with varying amounts of memory, 

then altering dc8.pgm is only slightly more complicated. The user should read the appropri- 

ate sections of the D7305A occam 2 toolset documentation for a detailed discussion of the 

syntax used in the hardware description contained in dc8.pgm. 

The user should check the dc8.map file generated during compilation to make sure that 

there is sufficient memory on each of his modules to accommodate his computational re- 

quirements. 

5.0. Software Requirements. This software tool must be used with the INMOS 

D7305A or compatible occam 2 toolset. This is necessary for trouble free compiling, linking, 

collecting, configuring, and running of the software tool. 

6.0. Editing compO.inc. The dc8 programs use three include files, compO.inc, dc8.inc, 

and dc8prot.inc, all of which are listed in subsection 2.0. Two of these include files, dc8.inc 

and dc8prot.inc, must not be altered under any circumstances. The inchrle file compO.inc 

contains constants which must be known before compilation. For example, the language 

occam 2 needs to know all array sizes during compilation. This file must be in the \dc8\ 

subdirectory and its name must not be altered. 

6.1. VAL INT bigm. The 32 bit integer bigm is the number of rows in the complex 
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array on which two-dimensional full complex fast Fourier transforms are performed. The 

current version of the dc8 programs require that bigm be a power of 2 and that bigm be the 

same as bign. Also, the current version of the spatial filter design codes restrict the value of 

bigm to be either m or 2m. The integer bigm must coincide with the integer ft.m used in 

the df codes. The notation may be unified in some future version of these tools. 

6.2. VAL INT bign. The 32 bit integer bign is the number of rows in the complex array 

on which two-dimensional full complex fast Fourier transforms are performed. The current 

version of the dc8 programs require that bign be a power of 2 and that bign be the same as 

bigm. Also, the current version of the spatial filter design codes restrict the value of bign to 

be either n or 2n. The integer bign must coincide with the integer ft.n used in the df codes. 

The notation may be unified in some future version of these tools. 

6.3. VAL INT cpbm.number. This constant has been largely used for experimental 

purposes. It should always be set to be 1. 

6.4. VAL INT false.target.number. This 32 bit integer is the total number of false 

targets in the training set. As noted in overview.doc it should be set to 0 during the first 

use of the dc8 codes in a full blown spatial filter design. 

6.5. VAL INT m. The 32 bit integer m is the number of rows in the complex array 

representing the spatial filter. The current version of the spatial filter design codes require 

that m be a power of 2 and that m be equal to n. The integer m must coincide with the 

integer filter.m used in the df codes. The notation may be unified in some future, version of 

the tools. 

6.6. VAL INT max.number.of.program.passes. This 32 bit integer should be kept 

at 9. It provides an upper bound on the integer appearing on the second line of filename.lis, 

discussed in 9.0. 

6.7. VAL INT max.vector.number. This positive 32 bit integer gives an upper bound 

on the total number of pixels representing intensities in the correlation plane of false targets 
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which the dc8 codes are attempting to suppress. This integer should be set to be 200 and 

probably no higher. Memory considerations may necessitate a smaller iioice. However, if 

false.target.number = 0 and the boolean parameter average.numerator.mode (discussed in 

10.1) is FALSE, then max.vector.number must be at least true.target.number. 

6.8. VAL INT n. The 32 bit integer n is the number of columns in the complex array 

representing the spatial filter. The current version of the spatial filter design codes require 

that n be a power of 2 and that n be equal to m. The integer n must coincide with the 

integer filter.n used in the df codes. The notation may be unified in some future version of 

the tools. 

6.9. VAL INT number.of.processors. This 32 bit integer represents the number of 

processors in the user's pipeline of transputer modules used by the dc8 codes. It must be 

greater than or equal to 2. 

6.10. VAL QBYTE rddc8dat.filename. The linear byte array rddc8dat.filename 

is the name which is internal to the program for what we here call dc8.dat (discussed in 

8.0). The dc8 program needs to know where to find dc8.dat at compilation time but not 

its contents. If the file dc8.dat is located in the \dc8\ subdirectory, then no pathname is 

needed. If the dc8.dat file is located elsewhere, the complete pathname must be included in 

rddc8dat .filename. 

6.11. VAL INT true.target.number. This 32 bit integer is the total number of true 

targets in the training set. It must be at least 1. 

6.12. VAL INT target.number. This 32 bit integer must always be set to equal 

(false.target.number +true.target.number). 

7.0. Creating the Bootable File dc8.btl. One creates the ^notable file dc8.btl by invoking 

the batch file dc8.bat, i.e., by typing "dc8". In order fox this command to succeed the 

include files compO.inc, dc8.inc, and dc8prot.inc, the library file dc8.1ib, the linker indirect 

file dc8.1nk, the occam 2 text files bossö.occ and workerö.occ, and the text file dc8.pgm must 
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be in the \dc8\ subdirectory. A number of ancillary files are created by invoking dc8.bat. 

Do not be alarmed or confused. Only the final product, dc8.btl, is actually xised. 

8.0. Editing dc8.dat. The data file dc8.dat contains constants which are used in the 

dc8 program but which need not be specified at compile time. However, the location of 

the dc8.dat file itself must be known at compile time and is specified by rddc8dat.filename 

located in compO.inc. The format of dc8.dat must be preserved. The user should make a 

backup copy before altering it. There is a large number of parameters which can be altered. 

Most of the time only a few need be changed. This large number of parameters gives the 

user a great deal of flexibility in placing input files into subdirectories and in controlling the 

length of time of the optimization. 

8.1. [80]BYTE correlation.plane.bool.mask.filename. This linear byte array is the 

name for a bigm x bign file of booleans which the dc8 codes read into the two-dimensional 

array correlation.plane.bool.mask. The number of bytes, including the full pathname if 

necessary, must be no more than 80 characters. The dc8 codes permit a great deal of 

flexibility in suppressing signals in the correlation planes of the false targets in the training 

set. The (i,j)-th entry of correlation.plane.bool.mask has an entry which is TRUE if the 

corresponding entry in the correlation planes of the false targets are to be suppressed and 

which is FALSE otherwise. Note that if the (ij)-th entry of correlation.plane.bool.mask 

is FALSE, then the corresponding entries in the correlation planes of the false targets are 

ignored in the computation of the SCR of the spatial filter. The correlation.plane.bool.mask 

is user defined. The user should set every entry of correlation.plane.bool.mask to be TRUE 

except in the most extraordinary instances. The array cpbml.dat is supplied with the dc8 

codes for the user's convenience. It contains a 256x256 array of booleans, each of which 

is TRUE. Note that correlation.plane.bool.mask is cyclicly biased so that its (0,0)-th entry 

corresponds to the lowest spatial frequency in the correlation plane. 

8.2. [80]BYTE cpbm.key.filename. This text file, needed by the dc8 spatial filter 

design codes, usually should be named c:\temp\cpbmkey.dat, for example. The df program 

generates a default version of this file.   The user currently should always use this default 
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file. In the future more sophisticated user defined versions of this file might be of use. The 

number of characters in cpbm.key.filename cannot exceed 80. 

8.3. [80]BYTE filename.list.filename. This linear array of bytes should be named 

filename.lis and kept in the \dc8\ subdirectory. The file filename.lis is supplied with this 

tool. It is discussed in some detail in the next subsection. 

8.4. [80]BYTE filter.bool.mask.filename. This binary file is needed by the dc8 design 

codes. It usually should be named c:\temp\fbm.dat, for example. It is user defined. The 

file fbm.dat is an mxn sized array of booleans (TRUE or FALSE) whose entries correspond 

in a one-to-one manner to each entry of the full complex spatial filter. For convenience call 

this spatial filter filter.tmp. If the (i,j)-th entry of fbm.dat is TRUE, then the fbm.dat file 

has no influence over the corresponding (ij)-th entry in filter.tmp. If the (i,j)-th entry of 

fbm.dat is FALSE, then the corresponding (ij)-th entry in filter.tmp is forced to be 0.0. It 

is very important to note that both filter.tmp and fbm.dat are arranged for two-dimensional 

FFT convenience. This means that filter.tmp is cyclicly biased in such a manner that the 

lowest spatial frequency contained in filter.tmp is located in the (0,0)-th entry. This file is 

discussed in more detail in df.doc. The number of characters in filter.bool.mask.filename, 

including its full pathname if necessary, cannot exceed 80. 

8.5. [80]BYTE filter .filename. This linear byte array is the name of the file in which 

the filter.mxfilter.n complex array containing the general spatial filter is stored. The dc8 

codes start with the output of the first use of the dc5 codes, say \temp\filter.tmp, and 

iteratively generate improved versions of \temp\filter.tmp. The dc8 codes periodically write 

out updated versions of the spatial filter to \temp\filter.tmp. The number of characters in 

filter.filename, including its full pathname if necessary, cannot exceed 80. 

8.6. [80]BYTE sera.filename. This is the name of a text filename written out to 

disk whenever filter.tmp is saved to the disk. It contains a wide variety of statistics on the 

performance of the current version of filter.tmp. It should be named c:\temp\scra.tmp, for 

example. The number of characters in scra.filename, including its full pathname if necessary, 
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cannot exceed 80. 

8.7. [80]BYTE target.filename. This (often large) binary file, needed by the dc8 

spatial filter design codes, usually should be named c:\temp\target.dat, for example. The df 

program generates this file. The number of characters in target.filename cannot exceed 80. 

8.8. [80]BYTE target.weight.filename. This text file, needed by the dc8 spatial filter 

design codes, usually should be named c:\temp\tarwt.dat, for example. The df program 

generates a default version of this file. The user currently should always use this default 

file. In the future more sophisticated user defined versions of this file might be of use. The 

number of characters in tarwt.filename cannot exceed 80. 

8.9. INT gradient.count.threshold. This 32 bit positive integer parameter is reserved 

for experimental use. It should be set to 10. 

8.10. REAL32 background. List here the 32 bit floating point number representing the 

intensity of the background in which the targets are embedded. This number is first defined 

in df.dat. Since the df codes deal with byte images, each byte representing an intensity, the 

real number here should be between 0.0 and 255.0. Note that there is less flexibility here 

than in the df codes, which can handle different backgrounds for each new target set. Since 

this floating point number is only used in the documentation file \temp\scra.tmp and not 

in any computation, future versions of the dc8 codes may omit this parameter completely. 

8.11. INT image.stride. List here the 32 bit integer which is the stride through the 

target input files first defined in df.dat. Note that there is less flexibility here than in the df 

codes, which can handle a different stride for each new target set. Since this integer is only 

used in the documentation file \temp\scra.tmp and not in any computation, future versions 

of the dc8 codes may omit this parameter completely. 

8.12. INT label.of.first.false.target.used. This 32 bit integer is first defined in the 

df.dat. If there is no false target set or if there is more than one false target set or if there 

is a single false target set read in the image label input mode, set this 32 bit integer to 0. 
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If there is a single false target set read in the sequential input mode, then set this 32 bit 

integer to be the label of the very firs; image used in the false target file. Note that there 

is less flexibility here than in the df codes, which can handle different labels for each new 

target set. Since this integer is only used in the documentation file \temp\scra.tmp and not 

in any computation, future versions of the dc8 codes may omit this parameter completely. 

8.13. INT label.of.first.true.target.used. This 32 bit integer is first defined and used 

in df.dat. If there is more than one true target set or if there is a single true target set but it 

is not read in the sequential input mode, set this 32 bit integer to 0. If there is a single true 

target set read in the sequential input mode, then set this 32 bit integer to be the label of 

the very first image used in the true target file. Note that there is less flexibility here than 

in the df codes, which can handle different labels for each new target set. Since this integer 

is only used in the documentation file \temp\scra.tmp and not in any computation, future 

versions of the dc8 codes may omit this parameter completely. 

8.14. [80]BYTE original.false.target.filename. This linear byte array contains a 

list of the false target filenames, first defined in df.dat. They must be written on a single 

fine no more than 80 characters long. For clarity the different names perhaps should be 

separated by commas or semicolons. Since this byte array is only used in the documentation 

file \temp\scra.tmp and not in any computation, future versions of the dc8 codes may omit 

this parameter completely. 

8.15. [80]BYTE original.true.target.filename. This linear byte array contains a 

list of the true target filenames, first defined in df.dat. They must be written on a single 

line no more than 80 characters long. For clarity the different names perhaps should be 

separated by commas or semicolons. Since this byte array is only used in the documentation 

file \temp\scra.tmp and not in any computation, future versions of the dc8 codes may omit 

this parameter completely. 

8.16. [80]BYTE target.input.method. The choices to be written here are "standard 

amplitude input method", "standard intensity input method", "intensity phase-encoded in- 
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put method", or "amplitude phase-encoded input method". Which choice to use may be 

gleaned from the appropriate booleans used in df.dat. Since this byte array is only used in 

the documentation file \temp\scra.tmp and not in any computation, future versions of the 

dc8 codes may omit this parameter completely. 

8.17. BOOL bool.normalize.filter. This boolean is first used in the df codes and 

discussed in df.doc. It is first defined in df.dat and should have the same value here. 

8.18. BOOL bool.shift.mode. This boolean is first used in the df codes and discussed 

in df.doc. It is first defined in df.dat and should have the same value here. 

8.19. BOOL bool.symmetrize.filter. This boolean is first used in the df codes and 

discussed in df.doc. It is first defined in df.dat and should have the same value here. 

8.20. INT32 computation.time.upper.bound in seconds. This 32 bit integer sets 

an upper bound in seconds on the length of the spatial filter design process. Once it is 

surpassed, the program will initiate an orderly shutdown process and will terminate. 

8.21. REAL32 scr.goal. The 32 bit floating point number sets a goal for the SCR of 

the spatial filter during the design process. Once it is surpassed, the program will initiate 

an orderly shutdown process and will terminate. This goal may never be attained, but the 

program will terminate nonetheless in due course. 

8.22. INT total.passes.maximum. This 32 bit integer sets a maximum on the total 

number of iterations, successful and unsuccessful, that the program will go through during 

the iterative optimization process used to design good zero and continuous phase spatial 

filters. Once it is surpassed, the program will initiate an orderly shutdown process and will 

terminate. 

8.23. BOOL bool.initial.save. This boolean usually should be set to be TRUE. If 

TRUE, then the initial \temp\scra.tmp is saved to another file for more permanent storage 

using command.line.O discussed in 2.23. 
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8.24. [80]BYTE command.line.0. Cf. 8.22. This command line should read "copy 

c:\temp\scra.tmp c:\temp\poscra8a.tmp", for example. It is used to copy the first version 

of \temp\scra.tmp to another file for more permanent storage. The number of characters in 

this command line cannot exceed 80. 

8.25. [80]BYTE command.line. 1. This command line should read "copy 

c:\temp\scra.tmp c:\temp\poscra8b.tmp", for example. It is used to copy the final version 

of \temp\scra.tmp to anot < >r file for more permanent storage. The number of characters in 

this command line cannot exceed 80. 

8.26. [80]BYTE command.line.2. This command line should read "copy 

c:\temp\filter.tmp c:\temp\fil8b.tmp", for example. It is used to copy the final version of 

\temp\filter.tmp to another file for more permanent storage. T     number of characters in 

this command line cannot exceed 80. 

9.0. Editing filename.lis. The following is a listing of the contents of the text file 

filename.lis: 

-number, of. program.passes 

9 

misc0.dat 

miscl.dat 

misc2.dat 

misc3.dat 

misc4.dat 

misc5.dat 

misc6.dat 

misc7.dat 

miscend.dat 

. The general format of this file must be preserved. The first line is a comment line. The 

second line tells the dc8 codes the number of the following files it will use. The last nine lines 

are the names of various files (potentially) used sequentially by the program.  These files, 
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discussed in the next subsection, contain various constants controlling aspects of the iterative 

process used to optimize the design of zero and continuous phase spatial filters. The dc8 

codes perform an iterative optimization controlled by a certain set of parameters, say those 

contained in misc0.dat. Then miscl.dat is read in and the iterative optimization process 

proceeds under the somewhat tighter control of the new parameters. Etc. At the end the 

dc8 codes make one final pass under the control of the parameters contained in miscend.dat, 

which results in fairly comprehensive statistics on the optimized zero and continuous phase 

spatial filter being written out to a file. The integer on the second line of filename.lis must be 

between 1 and 9. It may be changed using any text editor. If this integer is 1, then the lines 

of filename.lis must be permuted so that the third line of filename.lis is "miscend.dat". If this 

integer is 2, then the lines of filename.lis must be permuted so that the third line is miscl.dat 

and the fourth line is "miscend.dat". One edits filename.lis in similar fashion in the other 

cases. The larger the integer on the second line of this file, the finer the optimization. 

10.0. Editing the misc*.dat Files. The user should be familiar with the discussion in 

subsection 9.0. The format of these files must be carefully preserved. 

10.1. BOOL average.numerator.mode. This boolean, which of course assumes the 

values TRUE or FALSE, has an effect only if there are no false targets. In that instance 

there are two choices on how to proceed with the optimization. In general both should be 

tried, as there seems to be no general pattern as to which choice of TRUE or FALSE leads 

to better results. There seems to be some weak evidence that FALSE is the better choice 

when using binary imagery as inputs. 

10.2. INT choice.of.initial.z.vector. This 32 bit integer should be set to 2. 

10.3. REAL32 clock.multiplier. This 32 bit floating point number should be set to 

64.0. 

10.4. REAL32 divisor 1. This 32 bit floating point number should be set to 1.0. 

10.5. REAL32 divisor.multiplier. This 32 bit floating point number should be set to 
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1.6189034. 

10.6. REAL32 false.target.threshold.   These 32 bit floating point number should 

remain unaltered in the various misc*.dat files. 

10.7. REAL32 false.target.thresholded.number.fraction.   These 32 bit floating 

point numbers should remain unaltered in the various misc*.dat files. 

10.8. INT ftm.complete.recalculation.frequency. This 32 bit integer should remain 

unaltered in the various misc*.dat files. 

10.9. INT iteration.number.   These 32 bit integers should remain unaltered in the 

various misc*.dat files. 

1010. INT max.passes.since.last.success. These 32 bit integers should remain unal- 

tered in the various misc*.dat files. 

10.11. BOOL normalize.cor. These booleans should remain unaltered in the various 

misc*.dat files. 

10.12. BOOL normalize.vector. These booleans should remain unaltered in the vari- 

ous misc*.dat files. 

10.13. INT sf-een.write.out.frequency. These 32 bit integers should be positive but 

must be 1 in miscend.dat. 

10.14. INT snra.write.out.frequency.  These 32 bit integers should be positive but 

must be 1 in miscend.dat. 

10.15. REAL32 true.target.threshold.  These 32 bit floating point numbers should 

remain unalterec in the various misc*.dat files. 

10.16. BOOL write.corcomp.timing. This boolean should be set to be TRUE. 
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10.17. BOOL write.denominator.timing. This boolean should be set to be TRUE. 

10.18. BOOL write.numerator.timing. This boolean should be set to be TRUE. 

10.19. BOOL write.vector.array.calculation.timing. This boolean should be set to 

be TRUE. 

10.20. BOOL write.z.timing. This boolean should be set to be TRUE. 

11.0. Running the Program. If all is suitably prepared, run the dc8.btl program by 

invoking the simple batch file godc8.bat, i.e., type "godc8". 

12.0. Terminating the Program. The program will terminate on its own, either 

successfully or in an erroneous state, in which case an error message will probably appear on 

the PC screen. The most common cause of an error message is the nonexistence of a file the 

program was seeking to use. The user can terminate the program by typing "control/break" 

and then typing "x". 

13.0. Cleaning up the \dc8\ subdirectory. The \dc8\ subdirectory may be cleansed 

of the new files created by invoking the batch file cleanup.bat, i.e., by typing "cleanup". This 

is useful for housekeeping purposes. Be aware that dc8.btl is deleted in this process. 
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APPENDIX F 

FANAL.DOC 

1.0. Introduction and Purpose. The purpose of this document is to give a very 

general overview of the fanal (filter analysis) program created by Robert R. Kallman for 

analyzing a general spatial filter and deriving a variety of ancillary arrays from it. The user 

should first read the file overview.doc for a view of where the fanal program fits into the 

general scheme of filter design. Some of the notation used in overview.doc is also used here. 

2.0. Contents of fanal.zip. The fanal tools are usually supplied to the user in the binary 

file fanal.zip. This binary file is created by the data compression utility pkzip, version 2.04g. 

The following is a list of the files which will be created by applying the pkunzip utility to 

fanal.zip: 

fanal.bat 

cleanup.bat 

gofan.bat 

fanal.dat 

fanal.doc 

overview.doc 

fanal.inc 

fanal.lib 

fanal.lnk 

fanal.occ 

fanal.pgm 

!!!WARNING!!! The user is advised to leave all of these files unaltered with the exceptions 

of fanal.dat and fanal.inc. Completely unpredictable, untoward, and erroneous results will 

be a likely consequence of not heeding this caveat. 

3.0.    Overview of the fanal Program.    The fanal program is assumed to lie in 

the \fanal\ subdirectory.   Unless stated otherwise all of the files listed in subsection 2.0 

must lie in this subdirectory.    The use of this program usually only makes sense with 
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the output \temp\filter.tmp of the dc8 codes. The reader should familiarize himself with 

dc8.doc before proceeding further. The fanal program starts with \temp\filter.tmp and a 

user defined threshold and outputs three files: \temp\fbm001.tmp, \temp\fil001.tmp, and 

\temp\pof001.tmp. The file \temp\fbm001.tmp, an array of booleans, has entry which is 

FALSE if the corresponding entry in \ternp\filter.tmp has an amplitude less than or equal 

to the threshold and has an entry which is TRUE otherwise. Note that if an entry of 

\temp\fbm.dat is FALSE then the corresponding entry of \temp\fbm001.tmp is FALSE. 

The file \temp\fil001.tmp is a spatial filter created from \temp\filter.tmp by setting an en- 

try of \temp\fil001.tmp equal to zero if the corresponding entry of \temp\fbm001.tmp is 

FALSE and by setting an entry of \temp\fil001.tmp equal to the corresponding entry in 

\temp\filter.tmp otherwise. The file \temp\fil001.tmp will be of no use to us in this dis- 

cussion. The file \temp\pof001.tmp, a zero and continuous phase filter, is obtained from 

\temp\filter.tmp by setting an entry of \temp\pof001.tmp equal to zero if the corresponding 

entry of \temp\fbm001.tmp is FALSE and by setting an entry of \temp\pof001.tmp equal 

to the phase of the corresponding entry of \temp\futer.tmp otherwise. 

4.0. Hardware Requirements. The fanal program must be used with an INMOS 

compatible transputer module. A transputer with a floating point processor is recommended 

for efficient operation. Hence, the transputer should be a T800, T801, T805, or T9000 

transputer. It is assumed that there are 8 megabytes of memory on the transputer. If not, 

a minor change must be made to the otherwise untouchable file fanal.pgm. For example, 

suppose the user has 4 megabytes of memory on the root transputer of his system. Using 

any text editor change the line 

SET processor (type, memsize :="T800", (8 TIMES M)) 

to 

SET processor (type, memsize :="T800", (4 TIMES M)). 

The user should read the appropriate sections of the D7305A occam 2 toolset documen- 

tation for a detailed discussion of the syntax used in the hardware description contained in 

fanal.pgm. 

The user should check the fanal.map file generated during compilation to make sure 
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that there is sufficient memory on each of his modules to accommodate his computational 

requirements. 

5.0. Software Requirements. This software tool must be used with the INMOS 

D7305A or .compatible occam 2 toolset. This is necessary for trouble free compiling, linking, 

collecting, configuring, and running of the software tool. 

6.0. Editing fanal.inc. The include file fanal.inc contains constants which must be 

known before compilation. For example, the language occam 2 needs to know all array sizes 

during compilation. This file must be in the \fanal\ subdirectory and its name must not be 

altered. 

6.1. VAL INT m. The 32 bit integer m is the number of rows in the complex array 

\temp\filter.tmp. 

6.2. VAL INT n. The 32 bit integer n is the number of columns in \temp\filter.tmp. 

6.3. VAL []BYTE rdfandat.filename. The linear byte array rdfandat.filename is the 

name which is internal to the program for what we here call fanal.dat (discussed in 8.0). 

The fanal program needs to know where to find fanal.dat at compilation time but not its 

contents. If the file fanal.dat is located in the \fanal\ subdirectory, then no pathname is 

needed. If the fanal.dat file is located elsewhere, the complete pathname must be included 

in rdfandat.filename. 

7.0. Creating the Bootable File fanal.btl. One creates the bootable file fanal.btl 

by invoking the batch file fanal.bat, i.e., by typing "fanal". In order for this command to 

succeed the include file fanal.inc, the library file fanal.lib, the linker indirect file fanal.lnk, the 

occam 2 text file fanal.occ, and the text file fanal.pgm must be in the \fanal\ subdirectory. 

A number of ancillary files are created by invoking fanal.bat. Do not be alarmed or confused. 

Only the final product, fanal.btl, is actually used. 

8.0.  Editing fanal.dat.  The data file fanal.dat contains constants which are used in 
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the fanal program but which need not be specified at compile time. However, the location of 

the fanal.dat file itself must be known at compile time and is specified by rdfandat.filename 

located in fanal.inc. The format of fanal.dat must be preserved. The user should make a 

backup copy before altering it. 

8.1. REAL32 desired.zeroed.fraction. The IEEE 32 bit real number 

desired.zeroed.fraction must be between 0.0 and 1.0. It specifies which fraction of the pixels 

in \temp\filter.tmp are to be unalterably fixed to be zero.   The pixels chosen are always 

those with the smallest amplitudes. 

8.2. [80]BYTE complex.input.filename. The linear byte array [80]BYTE com- 

plex.input.filename is self descriptive. It contains the name of the input file to be processed 

(cf. 3.0). If this file lies in the \fanal\ subdirectory, then only its name need be given. 

Otherwise the complete pathname, e.g., c:\temp\filter.tmp, must be given. Note that the 

total number of characters used must be less than or equal to 80. 

8.3. [80]BYTE boolean.output.filename. The linear byte array [80]BYTE 

boolean.output.filename is self descriptive. It contains the name of output boolean file (cf. 

3.0).   If this file is to lie in the \fanal\ subdirectory, then only its name need be given. 

Otherwise the complete pathname, e.g., c:\temp\fbm001.tmp, must be given. Note that the 

total number of characters used must be less than or equal to 80. 

8.4. [80]BYTE complex.output.filename.The linear byte array [80]BYTE 

complex.output.filename is self descriptive. It contains the name of output complex file 

which contains the truncated version of filter.tmp (cf. 3.0). If this file is to lie in the \fanal\ 

subdirectory, then only its name need be given. Otherwise the complete pathname, e.g., 

c:\temp\fil001.tmp, must be given. Note that the total number of characters used must be 

less than or equal to 80. 

8.5. [80]BYTE pof.output.filename. The linear byte array [80]BYTE 

pof.output.filename is self descriptive.  It contains the name of output complex file which 

will contains the zero and continuous phase filter (cf. 3.0). If this file is to lie in the \fanal\ 
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subdirectory, then only its name need be given. Otherwise the complete pathname, e.g., 

c:\temp\pof001.tmp, must be given. Note that the total number of characters used must be 

less than or equal to 80. 

8.6. REAL32 amplitude.cutoff.fraction. The IEEE 32 bit real number ampli- 

tude.cutoff.fraction should always be set to 1.0. 

8.7. INT maximum.number.of.iterations. The fanal program goes through an it- 

erative process to compute its output files. This iterative process will fail for a very some 

peculiar input files. The 32 bit integer maximum.number of iterations sets an upper bound 

on the number of iterations in these cases and the program will terminate in a timely manner. 

The number should be at least [log2(m-n)]. 

8.8. REAL32 fraction.tolerance. The IEEE 32 bit real number fraction.tolerance 

should always be greater than l/(m-n). Once fixed for a choice of m and n, it should remain 

unaltered. 

8.9. REAL32 threshold.tolerance. The IEEE 32 bit real number fraction.tolerance 

should always be at least l/(m-n). Once fixed for a choice of m and n, it should remain 

unaltered. 

9.0. Running the Program. If all is suitably prepared, run the fanal.btl program by 

invoking the simple batch file gofan.bat, i.e., type "gofan". 

10.0. Terminating the Program. The program will terminate on its own, either 

successfully or in an erroneous state, in which case an error message will probably appear on 

the PC screen. The most common cause of an error message is the nonexistence of a file the 

program was seeking to use. The user can terminate the program by typing "control/break" 

and then typing "x". 

11.0. Cleaning up the \fanal\ Subdirectory. The \fanal\ subdirectory may be 

cleansed of the new files created by invoking the batch file cleanup.bat, i.e., by typing 
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"cleanup".   This is useful for housekeeping purposes.   Be aware that fanal.btl is deleted 

in this process. 
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APPENDIX G 

DC5Z.DOC 

1.0. Introduction and Purpose. The purpose of this document is to give a very general 

overview of the dc5z (design code number 5z) programs created by Robert R. Kallman. The 

dc5z codes start with the a good zero and continuous phase-only filter, say \temp\pof.tmp, 

and optimally discretize it into a zero and user selected finite number of equally spaced phase 

states, say \temp\pod.tmp. The user should first read the file overview.doc for a view of 

where the dc5z programs fit into the general scheme of spatial filter design. The user should 

also be familiar with the contents of df.doc. Some of the notation used in overview.doc and 

df.doc is also used here. 

2.0. Contents of dc5z.zip. The dc5z tools are usually supplied to the user in the binary 

file dc5z.zip. This binary file is created by the data compression utility pkzip, version 2.04g. 

The following is a list of the files which will be created by applying the pkunzip utility to 

dc5z.zip: 

cleanup.bat 

dc5z.bat 

godc5z.bat 

cpbml.dat 

dc5z.dat 

zmiscl5.dat 

zmiscl6.dat 

zmisc2.dat 

dc5z.doc 

overview.doc 

compO.inc 

dcöz.inc 

dcözprot.inc 

dcöz.lib 
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dcöz.lnk 

bossöz.occ 

worker 5z. occ 

dcöz.pgm 

!![WARNING!!! The user is advised to leave all of these files unaltered with the exceptions 

of comp0.dat and dc5z.dat. Completely unpredictable, untoward, and erroneous results will 

be a consequence of not heeding this caveat. 

3.0. Overview of the dc5z Programs. The dc5z programs are assumed to lie in the 

\dc5z\ subdirectory. Unless stated otherwise all of the files listed in subsection 2.0 must lie in 

this subdirectory. The dc5z codes make use of the files \temp\target.dat, \temp\tarwt.dat, 

and \temp\cpbmkey.dat generated by the df codes. The dc5z codes optimally discretize 

\temp\pof.tmp, usually the output of the second use of the dc5 codes, into a filter whose 

entries are zero and a finite number of equally spaced phase states. The number of equally 

spaced phase states is user selectable. The output of the dc5z codes can be found in the 

file \temp\pod.tmp. The input file \temp\fbm.dat controls the choice of which pixels in 

\temp\pod.tmp are set equal to zero. The \temp\fbm.dat file usually is created by the 

fanal program. The \temp\fbm.dat file is discussed in more detail below. The zero pixels 

are not altered during the optimization. All other (nonzero) pixels are nth roots of unity, 

where n is user selected. The optimal discretization proceeds by driving the signal-to-clutter 

ratio (SCR) for the discrete filter to as high a level as possible. Other ancillary files needed 

by the dc5z programs are discussed below. 

4.0. Hardware Requirements. The dc5z programs must be used with a parallel com- 

puting system consisting of INMOS compatible transputer modules linked together in a linear 

pipeline. Transputers with a floating point processor are needed since the dc5z codes use 

certain instruction which are available on such transputers. Hence, the transputers should 

be a T800, T801, T805, or T9000 transputers. It is assumed that there are 8 megabytes 

of memory on the transputers. If not, minor changes must be made to the otherwise un- 

touchable file dcöz.pgm. For example, suppose the user has 4 megabytes of memory on the 

transputers of his system. Using any text editor change the line 
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SET processor (type, memsize :="T800", (8 TIMES M)) 

to 

SET processor (type, memsize :="T800", (4 TIMES M)). 

If the user's system has a mix of transputer modules with varying amounts of memory, 

then altering dcöz.pgm is only slightlv more complicated. The user should read the appro- 

priate sections of the D7305A occam 2 toolset documentation for a detailed discussion of the 

syntax used in the hardware description contained in dcöz.pgm. 

The user should check the dcöz.map file generated during compilation to make sure 

that there is sufficient memory on each of his modules to accommodate his computational 

requirements. 

5.0. Software Requirements. This software tool must be used with the INMOS 

D7305A or compatible occam 2 toolset. This is necessary for trouble free compiling, linking, 

collecting, configuring, and running of the software tool. 

6.0. Editing compO.inc. The dc5z programs use three include files, compO.inc, dcöz.inc, 

and dcözprot.inc, all of which are listed in subsection 2.0. Two of these include files, dcöz.inc 

and dcözprot.inc, must not be altered under any circumstances. The include file compO.inc 

contains constants which must be known before compilation. For example, the language 

occam 2 needs to know all array sizes during compilation. Thi; file must be in the \dcöz\ 

subdirectory and its name must not be altered. 

6.1. VAL INT bigm. The 32 bit integer bigm is the number of rows in the complex 

array on which two-dimensional full complex fast Fourier transiorms are performed. The 

current version of the dcöz programs require that bigm be a power of 2 and that bigm be the 

same as bign. Also, the current version of the spatial filter design codes restrict the value 

of bigm to be either m or 2m. The integer bigm must coincide with the integer of the same 

name used in the dcö codes. 

6.2. VAL INT bign. The 32 bit integer bign is the number of rows in the complex array 

on which two-dimensional full complex fast Fourier transforms are performed. The current 
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version of the dc5z programs require that bign be a power of 2 and that bign be the same as 

bigm. Also, the current version of the spatial filter design codes restrict the value of bign to 

be either n or 2n. The integer bign must coincide with the integer of the same name used in 

the dc5 codes. 

6.3. VAL INT cpbm.number. This constant has been largely used for experimental 

purposes. It should always be set to be 1. 

6.4. VAL INT false.target.number. This 32 bit integer is the total number of false 

targets in the training set. As noted in overview.doc it should be set to 0 during the first 

use of the dc5z codes in a full blown spatial filter design. 

6.5. VAL INT m. The 32 bit integer m is the number of rows in the complex array 

representing the spatial filter. The current version of the spatial filter design codes require 

that m be a power of 2 and that m be equal to n. The integer m must coincide with the 

integer of the same name used in the dc5 codes. 

6.6. VAL INT n. The 32 bit integer n is the number of columns in the complex array 

representing the spatial filter. The current version of the spatial filter design codes require 

that n be a power of 2 and that n be equal to m. The integer m must coincide with the 

integer of the same name used in the dc5 codes. 

6.7. VAL INT number.of.processors. This 32 bit integer represents the number of 

processors in the user's pipeline of transputer modules used by the dc5z codes. It must be 

greater than or equal to 2. 

6.8. VAL []BYTE rddcözdat.filename. The linear byte array rddcözdat.filename is 

the name which is internal to the program for what we here call dc5z.dat (discussed in 8.0). 

The dc5z program needs to know where to find dc5z.dat at compilation time but not its 

contents. If the file dc5z.dat is located in the \dc5z\ subdirectory, then no pathname is 

needed. If the dc5z.dat file is located elsewhere, the complete pathname must be included 

in rddcözdat.filename. 
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6.9. VAL TT TT true.target.number. This 32 bit i: ,er is the total number of true 

targets in the training set. It must be at least 1. 

6.10. VAL INT tar get. numb er. This 32 bit integer must always be set to equal 

(false.target.number +true.target.number). 

7.0. Creating the Bootable File dc5z.btl. One creates the bootable file dcöz.btl 

by invoking the batch file dc5z.bat, i.e., by typing "dc5z". In order for this command to 

succeed the include files compO.inc, dcöz.inc, and dcözprot.inc, the library file dcöz.lib, the 

linker indirect file dcöz.lnk, the occam 2 text files bossöz.occ and workeröz.occ, and the text 

file dcöz.pgm must be in the \dc5z\ subdirectory. A number of ancillary files are created 

by invoking dc5z.bat. Do not be alarmed or confused. Only the final product, dcöz.btl, is 

actually used. 

8.0. Editing dc5z.dat. The data file dc5z.dat contains constants which are used in the 

dc5z program but which need not be specified at compile time. However, the location of 

the dc5z.dat file itself must be known at compile time and is specified by rddcözdat.filename 

located in compO.inc. The format of dc5z.dat must be preserved. The user should make a 

backup copy before altering it. There is a large number of parameters which can be altered. 

Most of the time only a few need be changed. This large number of parameters gives the 

user a great deal of flexibility in placing input files into subdirectories the fineness of the 

discretization. 

3.1. [80]BYTE correlation.plane.bool.mask.filename. This linear byte array is the 

name for a bigm x bign file of booleans which the dc5z codes read into the two-dimensional 

array correlation.plane.bool.mask. The number of bytes, including the full pathname if 

necessary, must be no more than 80 characters. The dc5z codes permit a great deal of 

flexibility in suppressing signals in the correlation planes of the false targets in the training 

set. The (i,j)-th entry of correlation.plane.bool.mask has an entry which is TRUE if the 

corresponding entry in the correlation planes of the false targets are to be suppressed and 

which is FALSE otherwise.   Note that if the (i,j)-th entry of correlation.plane.bool.mask 
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is FALSE, then the corresponding entries in the correlation planes of the false targets are 

ignored in the computation of the SCR of the spatial filter. The correlation.plane.bool.mask 

is user defined. The user should set every entry of correlation.plane.bool.mask to be TRUE 

except in the most extraordinary instances. The array cpbml.dat is supplied with the dc5z 

codes for the user's convenience. It contains a 256x256 array of booleans, each of which 

is TRUE. Note that correlation.plane.bool.mask is cyclicly biased so that its (0,0)-th entry 

corresponds to the lowest spatial frequency in the correlation plane. 

8.2. [80]BYTE cpbm.key.filename. This text file, needed by the dc5z spatial filter 

design codes, usually should be named c:\temp\cpbmkey.dat, for example. The df program 

generates a default version of this file. The user currently should always use this default 

file. In the future more sophisticated user defined versions of this file might be of use. The 

number of characters in cpbm.key.filename cannot exceed 80. 

8.3. [80]BYTE filter.bool.mask.filename. This binary file is needed by the dc5z 

design codes. It usually should be named c:\temp\fbm.dat, for example. It may be user 

defined but is usually created by the fanal program. The file fbm.dat is an mxn sized array 

of booleans (TRUE or FALSE) whose entries correspond in a one-to-one manner to each 

entry of \temp\pof.tmp. If the (i,j)-th entry of fbm.dat is TRUE, then the fbm.dat file has 

no influence over the corresponding (i,j)-th entry in pof.tmp. If the (i,j)-th entry of fbm.dat 

is FALSE, then the corresponding (ij)-th entry in pof.tmp is forced to be 0.0. It is very 

important to note that both pof.tmp and fbm.dat are arranged for two-dimensional FFT 

convenience. This means that pof.tmp is cyclicly biased in such a manner that the lowest 

spatial frequency contained in pof.tmp is located in the (0,0)-th entry. This file is discussed 

in more detail in df.doc. The number of characters in filter.bool.mask.filename, including its 

full pathname if necessary, cannot exceed 80. 

8.4. [80]BYTE pod.filename. This linear byte array is the name of the file in which the 

filter.m x filter.n complex array containing the zero and equally spaced discrete phase spatial 

filter is stored. It should be named c:\temp\pod.tmp, for example. The dc5z codes start 

with a good zero and continuous phase-only filter, say \temp\pof.tmp, and intelligently 
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searches for an optimal discretization so that the resulting zero and discrete phase state 

filter has highest possible SCR. The dc5z codes write out an updated version of the discrete 

spatial filter to \temp\pod.tmp with every improvement in SCR. The number of characters 

in pod.filename, including its full pathname if necessary, cannot exceed 80. 

8.5. [80]BYTE pof.filename. This linear byte array is the name of the file in which 

the filter.m x filter.n complex array containing the input zero and continuous spatial filter 

is stored. It should be named c:\temp\pof.tmp, for example. The number of characters in 

pof.filename, including its full pathname if necessary, cannot exceed 80. 

8.6. [80]BYTE scr.filename. This is the name of a text filename written out to 

disk whenever pod.tmp is saved to the disk. It contains a wide variety of statistics on the 

performance of the current version of pod.tmp. It should be named c:\temp\scr.tmp, for 

example. The number of characters in scr.filename, including its full pathname if necessary, 

cannot exceed 80. 

8.7. [80]BYTE target.filename. This (often large) binary file, needed by the dc5z 

spatial filter design codes, usually should be named c:\temp\target.dat, for example. T <if 

program generates this file. The number of characters in target.filename cannot exceed 80. 

8.8. [80]BYTE target .weight .filename. This text file, needed by the dc5z spatial 

filter design codes, usually should be named c:\temp\tarwt.dat, for example. The df program 

generates a default version of this file. The user currently should always use this default file. 

In the future more sophisticated user defined versions of this file might be of use. The number 

of characters in tarwt.filename, including its full pathname if necessary, cannot exceed 80. 

8.9. [80]BYTE zmisc.filename. This file, discussed in the next subsection, contains 

various constants controlling aspects of the optimal discretization process.   It should be 

named zmisc2.dat, for example, if a zero and two phase fikar filter is to be created.  The 

number of characters in zmisc.filename, including its full pathname if necessary, cannot 

exceed 80.  The files zmisc2.dat, zmiscl5.dat, and zmiscl6.dat are supplied with the dc5z 

tools. These are all the zmisc files that are needed. 
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8.10. REAL32 background. List here the 32 bit floating point number representing the 

intensity of the background in which the targets are embedded. This number is first defined 

in df.dat. Since the df codes deal with byte images, each byte representing an intensity, the 

real number here should be between 0.0 and 255.0. Note that there is less flexibility here 

than in the df codes, which can handle different backgrounds for each new target set. Since 

this floating point number is only used in the documentation file \temp\scra.tmp and not 

in any computation, future versions of the dc5 codes may omit this parameter completely. 

8.11. INT image.stride. List here the 32 bit integer which is the stride through the 

target input files first defined in df.dat. Note that there is less flexibility here than in the df 

codes, which can handle a different stride for each new target set. Since this integer is only 

used in the documentation file \temp\scr.tmp and not in any computation, future versions 

of the dc5z codes may omit this parameter completely. 

8.12. INT label.of.first.false.target.used. This 32 bit integer is first defined in the 

df.dat. If there is no false target set or if there is more than one false target set or if there 

is a single false target set read in the image label input mode, set this 32 bit integer to 0. 

If there is a single false target set read in the sequential input mode, then set this 32 bit 

integer to be the label of the very first image used in the false target file. Note that there 

is less flexibility here than in the df codes, which can handle different labels for each new 

target set. Since this integer is only used in the documentation file \temp\scr.tmp and not 

in any computation, future versions of the dc5z codes may omit this parameter completely. 

8.13. INT label.of.first.true.target.used. This 32 bit integer is first defined and used 

in df.dat. If there is more than one true target set or if there is a single true target set but it 

is not read in the sequential input mode, set this 32 bit integer to 0. If there is a single true 

target set read in the sequential input mode, then set this 32 bit integer to be the label of 

the very first image used in the true target file. Note that there is less flexibility here than 

in the df codes, which can handle different labels for each new target set. Since this integer 

is only used in the documentation file \temp\scr.tmp and not in any computation, future 

versions of the dc5z codes may omit this parameter completely. 
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8.14. [80]BYTE original.false.target.filename. This linear byte array contains a 

list of the false target filenames, first defined in df.dat. They must be written on a single 

line no more than 80 characters long. For clarity the different names perhaps should be 

separated by commas or semicolons. Since this byte array is only used in the documentation 

file \temp\scr.tmp and not in any computation, future versions of the dc5z codes may omit 

this parameter completely. 

8.15. [80]BYTE original.true.target.filename. This linear byte array contains a 

list of the true target filenames, first defined in df.dat. They must be written on a single 

line no more than 80 characters long. For clarity th: :erent names perhaps should be 

separated by commas or semicolons. Since this byte array is only used in the documentation 

file \temp\scr.tmp and not in any computation, future versions of the dc5z codes may omit 

this parameter completely. 

8.16. [80]BYTE target.input.method. The choices to be written here are "standard 

amplitude input method", "standard intensity input method", "intensity phase-encoded in- 

put method", or ." amplitude phase-encoded input method". Which choice to use may be 

gleaned from the appropriate booleans used in df.dat. Since this byte array is only used in 

the documentation file \temp\scr.tmp and not in any computation, future versions of the 

dc5z codes may omit this parameter completely. 

8.17. BOOL bool.shift.mode. This boolean is first used in the df codes and discussed 

in df.doc. It is first defined in df.dat and should have the same value here. 

8.18. [80]BYTE command.line.2.0. This command line should read "copy 

c:\temp\scr.tmp c:\temp\dscr5a2.tmp", for example. It is used to copy the first version of 

scr.tmp to more permanent storage. The number of characters in this command line cannot 

exceed 80. This command line has an effect only if the number of discretization states is 2. 

8.19. [80]BYTE command.line.2.1. This command line should read "copy 

d:\temp\scr.tmp d:\temp\dscr5b2.tmp", for example. It is used to copy the final version of 

scr.tmp to more permanent storage. The number of characters in this command line cannot 
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exceed 80. This command line has an effect only if the number of discretization states is 2. 

8.20. [80]BYTE command.line.2.2. This command line should read "copy 

d:\temp\pod.tmp d:\temp\di5b2.tmp", for example. It is used to copy the final version of 

pod.tmp to more permanent storage. The number of characters in this command line cannot 

exceed 80. This command line has an effect only if the number of discretization states is 2. 

8.21. [80]BYTE command.line. 15.0. This command line should read "copy 

c:\temp\scr.tmp c:\temp\dscr5al5.tmp", for example. It is used to copy the first version of 

scr.tmp to more permanent storage. The number of characters in this command line cannot 

exceed 80. This command line has an effect only if the number of discretization states is 15. 

8.22. [80]BYTE command.line. 15.1. This command line should read "copy 

d:\temp\scr.tmp d:\temp\dscr5bl5.tmp", for example. It is used to copy the final version of 

scr.tmp to more permanent storage. The number of characters in this command line cannot 

exceed 80. This command line has an effect only if the number of discretization states is 15. 

8.23. [80]BYTE command.line. 15.2. This command line should read "copy 

d:\temp\pod.tmp d:\temp\di5bl5.tmp", for example. It is used to copy the final version of 

pod.tmp to more permanent storage. The number of characters in this command line cannot 

exceed 80. This command line has an effect only if the number of discretization states is 15. 

8.24. [80]BYTE command.line. 16.0. This command line should read "copy 

c:\temp\scr.tmp c:\temp\dscr5al6.tmp", for example. It is used to copy the first version of 

scr.tmp to more permanent storage. The number of characters in this command line cannot 

exceed 80. This command line has an effect only if the number of discretization states is 16. 

8.25. [80]BYTE command.line. 16.1. This command line should read "copy 

d:\temp\scr.tmp d:\temp\dscr5bl6.tmp", for example. It is used to copy the final version of 

scr.tmp to more permanent storage. The number of characters in this command line cannot 

exceed 80. This command line has an effect only if the number of discretization states is 16. 
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8.26. [80JBYTE command.lr   • 16.2. This command line should read "copy 

d:\temp\pod.tmp d:\temp\di5bl6.     .>", for example  It is used to copy the final version of 

pod.tmp to more permanent storage. The number of characters in this command line cannot 

exceed 80. This command line has an effect only if the number of discretization states is 16. 

9.0. Editing the zmisc.dat File. This file contains various constants controlling aspects 

of the optimal discretization process. The files zmisc2.dat, zmiscl5.dat, and zmiscl6.dat are 

samples of the zmisc.dat file which can be used for creating optimal discretized filters with 

2, 15, and 16 equally spaced phase states, respectively. These three samples are all the zmisc 

files that are needed. 

9.1. REAL32 clock.multiplier. This 32 bit floating point number should be set to 

64.0. 

9.2. INT discretization.states. This 32 bit integer is the number of discrete phase 

states in the output filter pod.tmp. For most purposes this number usually is chosen to be 

2, 15, or 16. 

9.3. REAL32 false.target.threshold. This 32 bit floating point number should be 

chosen to be 0.95. 

9.4. INT initial.zdenominator. This 32 bit positive integer helps control the accuracy 

of the discretization. The number 512 is recommended. 

9.5. initial.length. This 32 bit positive integer helps control the accuracy of the dis- 

cretization. The number 512 is recommended. The parameter initial.length should be no 

more than initial.zdenominator. 

9.6. initial.znumerator. This 32 bit nonnegative integer helps control the accuracy of 

the discretization. The number 0 is rec<    mend: 

9.7. second.stage.multiplier. This 32 bit nonnegative integer helps control the accu- 

racy of the discretization. The number 64 is recommended. 
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9.8. write.zdenominator.timing. This boolean should be set to be TRUE. 

9.9. write.znumerator.timing. This boolean should be set to be TRUE. 

10.0. Terminating the Program. The program will terminate on its own, either 

successfully or in an erroneous state, in which case an error message will probably appear on 

the PC screen. The most common cause of an error message is the nonexistence of a file the 

program was seeking to use. The user can terminate the program by typing "control/break" 

and then typing "x". 

11.0. Cleaning up the \dc5z\ subdirectory. The \dc5z\ subdirectory may be 

cleansed of the new files created by invoking the batch file cleanup.bat, i.e., by typing 

"cleanup". This is useful for housekeeping purposes. Be aware that dcöz.btl is deleted 

in this process. 
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APPENDIX H 

THE HIGHLIGHTS OF THE GRAPHICS CODES 

The author has designed several occam 2 graphics programs. The capabilities of the two 

most important of these, the gpl and gp2, are sketched here. 

The gpl codes are a vast expansion of the first imaging program created by the author 

several years ago. They have a great many features, only a few of the more important ones 

being listed here. They can take a byte image, rotate it, scale it, translate it, put it into 

an arbitrary background, and add a variety of noises to the target and/or the background. 

They can then edge enhance the resulting image using the Sobel technique, a great variety of 

the diff techniques, or the unique local Wigner intensity phase-encoded method discussed in 

Section XVII. Finally, they can binarize the edge enhanced or original image using a plethora 

of independent local and/or global techniques. All three images (the modified original image, 

the edge enhanced image, and the binarized image) can be independently appended to an 

existing file or put into a new file. The gpl codes have proved to be a great research and 

image processing tool. 

The gpl codes have been a great help in investigating which edge enhancement/binarization 

preprocessing technique for spatial filter training set preparation should be coupled with 

which edge enhancement/binarization preprocessing technique on the input imagery to a 

correlator. The author's tentative conclusion is somewhat surprising: the training set im- 

agery should be edge enhanced with the local Wigner intensity phase-encoded method and 

then binarized using the global histogram method; the method to be employed on the input 

imagery to a correlator is the Sobel edge enhancement technique together with the global 

histogram binarization method. 

The gp2 simulation codes enable one to test the performance of a wide variety of spatial 

filters designed for a very wide variety of inputs. AU o >-.e image processing techniques 

incorporated in the current gpl co .' s are included as optioi - processing the input imagery 

in the gp2 codes. The gp2 codes jrmit the user to view the correlation plane output of a 

byte image, processed as specified by the user, versus a spatial filter. Various screens show 

the input image and/or its edge enhanced version and/or its binarized version, the south- 
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to-north view of the correlation plane, the west-to-east view of the correlation, a variety of 

top down views of the correlation plane, a histogram of the nonzero pixels of the target, the 

power spectrum of the input image in a variety of modes, the impulse response of the filter, 

and the filter itself. These simulation codes have been of immense use to the author in his 

work and research. 
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APPENDIX I 

THE AUTHOR'S COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT 

All of the computations described in this report were done very quickly and efficiently on 

two nearly identical low cost systems, one located in the author's office and the other located 

in the author's apartment. Each system uses an 66-megahertz Intel 486/DX2 PC with a 340 

megabyte hard disk as a host. The computations themselves were done using a variety of 

INMOS and Transtech transputer modules which essentially reside on some boards in these 

PC's. A server program runs on the PC during the computations. Though one could have 

written the necessary software using either C, Fortran, or even ADA toolsets, the author 

chose to write his design codes in the parallel programming language occam 2. This language 

occam 2 is very imple and easy to use and is the best way to extract the most performance 

from transputers since it was designed simultaneously with the hardware. The occam 2 

D7305A toolset was the specific one used. All of the figures in this report are photographs 

of the screen of a SONY GDM-1953 color graphics monitor in the author's office. This 

monitor is driven by a Transtech TTG3-8 graphics transputer module. The author chose to 

write from scratch in occam 2 the software used by this graphics transputer module to drive 

the monitor. These transputer based systems are relatively ok md inefficient by modern 

standards. In the near future the author hopes to transfer his spatial filter design codes 

and simulation codes to ANSI standard C for use in modestly priced modern workstations, 

where the spatial filter design times should be reduced by a factor of ten. 
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APPENDIX J 

COMPUTATIONAL PRACTICALITY 

There seems to be some question in the literature as to the computational practicality of 

the phase-only filter design techniques invented by the author. Examples in this regard are: 

"Computing the solution to the minimax problem (as suggested by Kallman) requires enor- 

mous amounts of computer time, and an exhaustive search must be carried out to optimize 

the proposed criterion" (A. Mahalanobis et al., Reference 31); "...this method is not gener- 

ally applicable because of its enormous computation load, which requires a supercomputer" 

(Kumar et al., Reference 32); and "...this problem does not lend itself easily to mathemati- 

cal analysis and seems to require an exhaustive search which results in huge computational 

requirements that may not be met when the number of training images is large" (Reference 

33, Arsenault et al.). Statements of a similar ilk can be found in Reference 34. It is rather 

astonishing that such statements appear in what purport to be refereed journals. Such state- 

ments are nothing but the personal opinions of the authors unsubstantiated by any evidence. 

This must be the case since these statements are simply false. Well defined algorithms do 

exist to solve the optimization questions involved in the author's approach to spatial filter 

design. These are detailed in Section IX and Section X of this report. This algorithms can 

be turned into efficient computer codes as demonstrated by the author's design codes. For a 

more concrete example of the efficacy of these design codes can be found in Table 1. Table 1 

gives a sequence of strobes of time and intermediate values of SCR for the first 500 seconds 

of the design of an optimized continuous phase-only filter with a training set of 91 true target 

M48 tank images. The computation times and improvements in SCR listed in Table 1 are 

typical. Moreover, in a recent series of design runs the author used his systems to design 270 

spatial filters whose entries are either 0, +1, or -1. The training sets for these filters con- 

sisted of 45 true binarized targets. The total design times for these filters invariably ranged 

between ten and fifteen minutes for each filter. Thus the ex cathedra assertions that one 

needs supercomputers to implement the author's approach to filter design are simply false. 

As mentioned in Appendix I, a decrease in computing time by a factor of ten is expected 

when the author's spatial filter design codes are transferred to modern workstations. The 
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ludicrous statements discussed her' -vere first parried in Reference 23. 
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TABLE 1. A Sequence of Strobes into the Optimization 

Calculation for a Continous Phase-Only Filter with a 

Training Set of 91 True Targets 

Seconds into the Optimization Intermediate SCR's 

0 2.49 

44 15.86 

125 19.88 

188 24.07 

253 26.96 

325 30.06 

399 33.47 

497 36.26 
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